


STELLINGEN

1. De drie pieken die worden voorspeld door het twee atoom model

komen kwalitatief overeen met de quasi enkelvoudige piek, de

quasi dubbele piek en de laagenergetische beschadigings piek

die worden voorspeld door het rijenmodel.

E.S. Mashkova and V.A. Molohanov, Rad. Eff. 13 (1972) 183

S.H.A. Begemann and A.L. Boers, Surf. Soi. 30 (1972)134

2. De temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de intensiteit van de quasi

enkelvoudige botsingspiek kan redelijk goed worden beschreven

met behulp van een drie atoom model. Een kwalitatieve beschrij-

ving van het temperatuur gedrag van deze piek kan zelfs al gege-

ven worden met behulp van een twee atoom model.

3. Het is zeer wel mogelijk om quasi moleculaire toestanden te de-

finiëren waarop de " non crossing" regel niet van toepassing is.

F.T. Smith, Phys. Rev. 179 (1969) 111.

T.F. O'Malley in: Advances in At. and Hol. Phys. vol. 7, Aaad.

Press, New York - London (1971) p.223

4. In oppervlakte onderzoek met behulp van laag energetische ionen

verstrooiing heeft vluchttijd meting belangrijke voordelen ten

opzichte van energie analyse met een eléctrostatische analysator.

5. De bewering van E. Hulpke dat meervoudige botsingen geen invloed

hebben op de verstrooiing van laag energetische ionen (4-20 eV)

aan oppervlakken als de verhouding tussen de massa van het target

atoom en de massa van het projectiel groot is, is niet juist. De

verklaring die hij geeft van de door hem gemeten ruimtelijke ver-

deling is daarom aan twijfel onderhevig.

E. Hulpke, Surf. Sai. 52 (1975) 615.

6. De spreiding die A. Nomura en S. Kiyono vinden in de metingen van

de stopping crosssection van waterstof en helium ionen in goud kan

gedeeltelijk het gevolg zijn van het feit dat ze een polykristal-

lijn target gebruiken. Deze spreiding is namelijk van dezelfde orde

van grootte als de verschillen die Högberg et al. meten voor de stop-

ping power van H en He in verschillende richtingen van een mono-

kristallijn goud target.

A. Nomura and S. Kiyono, <ƒ. Phys. D, 8 (1975) 1551

G. Högberg, H. Norden and R. Skoog, Phys. Stat. sol. 42 (1970) 441.



7. In de verklaring van reflectie metingen van 2 keV Ne aan een

goud target houden Brongersma et al. geen rekening met de moge-

lijkheid van ionizatie van het projectiel. Aangezien de afstanden

van dichtste nadering tussen het projectiel en het target atoom in

hun experimenten tamelijk klein zijn (0.03 - 0.3A) is dit waarschijn-

lijk niet terecht.

H.H. Brongersma, N.Hazewindus, J.M. van Hieuwland, A.M.M. Off en

andA.J. Smets ,, J. Vao. Sci. Teohnol., IS (1976) 870.

8. Het verdient aanbeveling om bij het voeren van een milieubeleid

het begrip milieu ruim op te vatten. Bij een te enge opvatting

van dit begrip kam milieu bescherming werkloosheid en dus sociale

milieu vervuiling tot gevolg hebben.

9. Fijn is anders zolang er verschil bestaat tussen vrijheid en

democratie en "Vrijheid en Democratie".

Fijn is anders, brochure van de Industriebond NVV (1974).

L.K. Verhei J,

17 september 1976.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Scattering of low energy noble gas ions can be used for the

analysis of a solid surface (1). It appears that this technique has

an extreme surface sensitivity (2). This is probably due to prefer-

ential neutralization of those ions which penetrate beyond the

surface layer before scattering (3). Consequently the vast majority

of the reflected ions is scattered from the outermost surface layer.

A second reason for the surface sensitivity of low energy noble gas

ion scattering may be the occurrence of beam attenuation (3). In

other words, the yield of particles scattered from below the outer-

most surface layer is reduced because of the screening action of

the atom layers which lay between the scattering center and the

surface layer.

In the last few years, the ion scattering technique has been used

in a wide range of surface studies such as composition analysis

(1,2,4,5), topographic studies of single crystal surfaces (6,7,8)

and of ordered adsorption (9), the study of defect structures (10)

and the investigation of thermal vibrations of surface atoms (11).

Although the technique has been applied successfully in these (and

other) experiments, there are still several problems which prevent

a wider application of the method.

The major disadvantage of the ion scattering technique is that

the ion beam damages the surface. Sputtering causes that not a static j

but a dynamic surface is investigated, while at the same time damage j

structures as there are steps and vacancies and so on are created. j

Especially when semiconductor surfaces are investigated the damaging j

influence of the ion beam on the surface is large. Experimentally I

it has been shown that the anisotropy of the angular distribution ;

of ions scattered from Ge and Si single crystal surfaces disappears j

at temperatures below about 600 K (12), indicating that at these ,j

temperatures the surface becomes more or less amorphous because of '.]

the ion bombardment. However, also for metal targets a damaging in- j

fluence of the ion beam is observed. At temperatures below about j

400 K damage peaks have been observed in energy spectra of ions j

reflected from copper and nickel surfaces (10,13). Above this tern- ii

perature these peaks decrease although sometimes a remainder of ihem \

remains visible (14).



Probably this is due to the fact that the surface which is in-

vestigated is not perfectly flat. Although surface damage is not

the subject of this thesis, attention will be paid to the influence

cf the damage on the measurements (Ch. II). To avoid as much as

possible the influence of surface damage, most experiments which

are described in this thesis, are performed at a relatively high

tenroerature (700 K).

A second problem which arises in ion-surface scattering, is the

interpretation of the measurements. Kspecially in studies of the

surface topography, which make use of shadowing (9) and multiple

scattering (10,11), simulations of the ion trajectories are often

required to explain the experimental results. Because the influence

of thermal vibrations on the multiple scattering processes is quite

large (11,15,16), Monte Carlo calculations are needed (17,18).

These are rather lengthy, especially if three dimensional effect

have to be taken into account (zig-zag collisions, surface semi-

channelling (7) or wedgefocussing (8)).Possibly this problem may

be overcome partly by further developing the two atom model (19,20),

or perhaps by developing a three or four atom model (21). In the

experiments which are described in this thesis, the problems which

may be caused by multiple scattering are avoided as much as possible.

In Chapter II it is shown that doubJe collisions have a negligible

influence on the measurements. Yet it appears that multiple scatter-

ing has to be taken into account because it does influence the in-

tensity (Ch. IV) and the energy (Ch. II) of the quasi single

collision peak.

The final najor problem encountered in low energy ion scattering

experiments is caused by charge exchange of the probing particles.

In the experiments noble gas ions are used because these particles

have a large probability to be neutralized if they are scattered

from targst atoms below the surface layer (3). However, the same

effect causes that most of the particles scattered from atoms in

the surface layer, ?re also neutralized (3). As a consequence a

quantitative explanation of the experiments may be dubious because

the neutralization probability is not known (22,23). Ir some cases

this problem may be overcome by using ion scattering in combination

with other techniques (5). The investigation of the charge exchange

phenomena encountered in low energy noble gas ion scattering is the



main subject of this thesis. At energies below about 20 keV there ,5

are several charge transfer processes which may occur. At very low •$

energies (<100 eV) Hagstrom has shown that Auger and resonance fi

transitions of conduction electrons are responsible for the *.;

neutralization of noble gas ions reflected from metal surfaces (24).

Recently Erickson and Smith reported experiments at somewhat higher

energies (.4-2 keV) showing oscillations in the dependence of

the scattered ion yield on the incident energy (25). The oscillations

are ascribed to an electron exchange process in which an electron,

bound to a target atom is involved in the neutralization of the ion

(26). Finally, at primary energies above c. 2 keV it has been shown |

that ions which are neutralized by an Auger process, may be ionized

again in a violent collision (27,29). In Chapter III a model is '

presented which describes the charge exchange behaviour of low energy j

noble gas ions scattered from a metal surface. The model takes into j

account the mentioned charge transfer processes. An expression is j

derived for the ion fraction of particles involved in a (quasi) !

single collision process. In Chapter IV the results of an experiment- [

al study of the charge exchange behaviour are presented. It appears

that the measurements agree rather well with the predictions based

on the prooosed model (Ch. III). However, there remain some questions j

about the model which cannot be answered at present. This is mainly j
i

due to limitations of the apparatus which is used in the experiments.

A phenomenon which is closely related to charge exchange, is the

occurrence of inelastic energy loss. In collisions in which the

incoming particle is ionized, this particle looses energy which is j'

about equal to the ionization energy (Ch. II). Furthermore it j

appears that also in other collisions the particles loose energy by 1

electronic excitations. A similar phenomenon is observed in channel- I

ing experiments. Lindhard et al. (28) have given an expression for j

the inelastic energy loss. (LSS theory for electronic stopping). j

In Chapter II an experimental study of the inelastic energy losses |

is described. The results agree with the LSS theory. j
i
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CHAPTER II

THE SCATTERING OF LOW ENERGY HELIUM IONS AND ATOMS

FROM A COPPER SINGLE CRYSTAL.

ELASTIC AND INELASTIC^EFFECTS

Abstraot

The scattering of 4-10 keV Helium ions from a copper surface

can be described reasonably well with elastic, single collisions,

even for fairly small scattering angles. However, in a more re-

fined analysis of the experimental results, deviations from this

behaviour are observed. Measurements of the energy and the width

(FWHM) of the surface peak have been performed. The general be-

haviour can be explained by differences in inelastic energy

losses for scattering from an ideal surface and from surface

structures (surface damage). By comparing measurements in which

the target is bombarded along different directions, it is shown

that multiple scattering effects have only a minor influence.

Additional information about the inelastic processes is obtained

by performing scattering experiments, with a primary atom beam.

It appaars that, for large angles of incidence, the energy of the

reflected ions is reduced about 20 eV if the primary beam consists

of atoms instead of ions. This difference is almost independent of

the energy of the projectiles. An explanation of this effect is i

given by the charge exchange model, proposed previously by the j

authors. The isodel also explains the different behaviour at small j

angles of incidence. Indications were found which suggested that ;

in the investigated energy range the electronic stopping power ,3

depends on the charge state of the primary particles. The results '•',]

have been compared with the Lindhard theory. The agreement between !

our experiments and the LSS theory is rather good. }j



1. Introduction 1

The scattering of low energy noble gas ions from crystal sur- |

faces has been the subject of intensive study for several years \

(1-3). The aim of most of the studies is to investigate the poss- \

ibility of using ion scattering as a tool in composition and ;<

structure analysis of surfaces. At the moment this still meets \

with several <3ifficulties. For instance,when one is interested 'i

in knowing the composition of a surface, then one would like to !

measure only the singly scattered particles. However, in many ex- j

perimental circumstances multiple scattering occurs, which results 'j

in a broadening of the peaks of the energy spectra and in a shift

of them to higher energies (4). Moreover,in many cases a splitting

of a reflection peak is observed, caused by particles which have 'j

made a double collision. These problems may be largely overcome by 'j

choosing correct experimental circumstances, i.e. using a large 1

scattering ai.gle and using ions which are light compared with the 'j

surface atoms (3). A second problem which is encountered is the >

charge exchange behaviour of the scattering particles. To obtain j .

quantitative information one should know which part of the scatter- i

ed particles is in an ionized state since only these particles are \

detected. Only in some special cases may this problem be avoided I

(5). Recently much work has been done on this subject (6-10) but

many uncertainties still exist about how the charge exchange pro- j

cesses really happen.

Finally inelastic energy losses caused by electronic excitat-

ions or ionization may influence the measurements. Although these

losses are small at the energies which are mainly used in surface j

scattering experiments, they still may cause a clear discrepancy ,*

between experiments and calculations (3,11). Another reason for

investigating inelastic energy losses is that certainly one of the

charge exchange processes - ionization - is accompanied by an ener- !

gy loss (10). Therefore, such a study may further elucidate the j

charge history of the reflected particles. !

To measure inelastic energy losses, the influence of multiple !

scattering on the energy of the reflected particles has to be small

compared with the inelastic energy loss. This condition is best ful- '

filled when a light projectile (e.g. Helium) is used. However, even i

then it will be necessary to investigate whether multiple scatter- !



ing effects (chain scattering, zig-zag collisions (12,13)) do in-

fluence the measurements.

In this paper we describe measurements in which Helium with an

energy between 4 and 10 keV is scattered from a copper (100) face.

As a primary beam, ions as well as atoms are used. The aim of the

work reported in this paper is to obtain information about the in-

elastic processes which occur during the particle-surface inter-

action,

- firstly with the intention to elucidate further the charge

exchange behaviour of the scattering particles;

- secondly to arrive at a quantitative correction for inelast-

ic energy losses for use in computer simulations.

Because of the possibility that multiple scattering has an influ-

ence on the measurements, this effect will be thoroughly discussed.

2. The experimental set-up

A schematic viev; of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1 and a de-

scription has been given elsewhere (10,14). It allows bombardment

of the target with ions of 2-10 keV and current densities between

1O~8 and 10~6 A/cm2. The ion beam can be transformed into an atom

beam by means of a charge tr< isfer neutralizer gas cell. Ions which

remain in the beam after passage of the cell can be removed by a

deflector. Time of flight measurements in our laboratory did not

show any evidence for inelastic energy losses during the passage of

the neutralizer cell (27). Therefore, we conclude that metastable

atoms are not present in the primary atom beam. The scattering

angle if" is fixed at 30° or 60°, while the angle of incidence may be

varied continuously. The angular resolution amounts to 0.25 and

the energy resolution is .4% FWHM. In this investigation a (100)

face of a copper target was bombarded with Helium ions and atoms

along a <100> and a <210> direction. To minimize surface damage the

target was kept at a temperature of 700°K during most of the exper-

iments .

In some cases the experiment is compared with computer simulat-

ions . The computer program used in this investigation has been de-

scribed extensively in ref. 15. Thermal vibrations of the surface

atoms are taken into account. The interatomic potential is of the

Thomas-Fermi type in the approximation of Molière (16) . The screen-
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the experiment.



ing length in this potential has been taken .875 times the theoret- :;

ical value. Kj

m
3. The experiment RJ
3±±*. Energv^distribution ,.|

Ï
We have measured energy distributions of Helium ions and atoms '(>,

scattering from a copper single crystal. In fig. 2 a typical energy ''{

distribution is shown. The spectrum exists of a well defined peak, ;

which can be explained by scattering from surface atoms and a low j

energy tail resulting from particles which have collided with tar- 1

get atoms below the surface. 1

The inelastic processes are investigated by measuring the depend- \

ence of the energy of the surface peak on several experimental para- j

meters: the angle of incidence i|>, the primary energy E Q and the |

charge state of the projectile. The energy of the peak Ej is found 1

by a fitting procedure; .t̂ je seven experimental points around the \

t>.-;> of the peak are fitted to a third power curve. It appears that •]
•j

in that way the measurement of the peak energy is very reproducible. 3
For short periods (ca. half an hour) the reproducibility is within

2.10""1* E . For long periods (several hours up to a year) the repro-

ducibility is somewhat poorer (c. 5.10"1* EQ) because of a drift of

the electronics. The absolute accuracy is not as good as the relat-

ive accuracy; the uncertainty in the absolute energy is about 10~3

E Q. Also the peak width may give information about the processes

which occur during the particle-surface interaction. The width b

(FWHM) can be obtained in a similar way as the peak energy, the re-

producibility of b is about twice as large as the reproducibility
Of V E.

In fig. 2 the peak position - ==• = .9807 - and the peak width -
1. Th*eb = 9.9xlO~3 E - are indicated. The energy of the peak is close to

the calculated single collision energy E_ = .9831 E . The peak
s o

width is somewhat larger as can be explained by the geometry of the

apparatus and by multiple scattering effects. The energy resolution

of the apparatus (energy analyzer and ion source) is .4% (FWHM),

the angular resolution is + .25°. Together with multiple scattering

effects this results in a total width of c. 6.5X10"3 E o. The differ-

ence between measured and calculated peak width is thought to be



I(1O3counts/sec)

15-

10-

lOkeV He*— CU<100>

700K

•95

Fig. 2 High energy part of the energy distribution of 10 keV Helium ions
scattered from a copper (100) face along a <100> direction. The
angle of incidence i|i = 15°, the scattering angle 0"= 30° and the
target temperature T = 700 K. The mean relative energy Ei/Eo and
the peak width b (FWHM) are indicated. The insert shows the whole
spectrum.
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due to inelastic effects, i.e. energy straggling (17).

The values for the accuracy of the energy and width of the peak

given above, hold for most experimental conditions- However, under

extreme circumstances, when the peak intensity is low, the repro-

ducibility is somewhat worse.

3.2. The dependence of the energy on the_angle_of_incidence

The parameter which has the largest influence on the energy of

the surface peak is the angle of incidence i|>. In fig. 3a the energy

is shown as a function of i(/. Most effects which are described in

this paper may already be observed in this figure. In the center,

near specular reflection, the energy curve shows a maximum. For

smaller and larger \ji values, the energy decreases. However, at very

small and large angles of incidence a drastical change of this be-

haviour is observed. Below \j> = 4° the energy of the surface peak

increases very fast and at \f> = 3° the energy has almost the same

value as for specular reflection. Above i/i = 25° a similar effect

is observed although it is not as spectacular as for small angles

of incidence. The same change in scattering behaviour as observed

in fig. 3a is also observed in fig. 3b where the peak width b is

given as a function of \ji. At about the same angles of incidence

where the energy has a minimum, the peak width has a maximum.

The observed phenomena can be explained by inelastic energy loss-

es and by scattering from surface imperfections (18) . For angles of

incidence around specular reflection there is a large probability

for scattering from ideal parts of the surface. The ions in the

surface peak are supposed to undergo a single collision (see sect-

ion 4) and therefore, the elastic energy loss does not depend on

the angle of incidence. If this is correct then the decrease of tue

energy of the surface peak has to be caused by inelastic processes.

In ref. 11 we assumed the inelastic energy loss AE to be proportion-

al to the length of the particle trajectory in the vicinity of the

surface:

AE = K(Eo> (iïH + sin V-»)) U)

In a first approximation the experiments agree with this equation.

In section 5 a more detailed analysis is given of the inelastic

energy losses observed in the experiments. In the explanation of

11



a) The relative peak energy Ei/Ec,

b) the peak width b.

•985

.980

•975-

55 keV He*— Cu < 100 >
1?"=30*
T = 500K

30

Fig. 3 The influence of variation of the angle of incidence on the scatt-
ering characteristics of 5.5 keV Helium ions reflected from a copper
(100) face along a <100> direction. The scattering angle & = 30° and
the target temperature T = 500 K.

Fig. 4 Scattering geometry for small angles of incidence

a) Scattering from an ideal surface. b) scattering from a surface structure
(step upwards).

12
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fig.3 which is given here, multiple scattering effects are neglect- j

ed, although these effects are also dependent on the angle of inci-

dence. In section 4 the validity of this assumption is discussed.

For small angles of incidence and outgoing angles the probabili-

ty for scattering over a fixed angle from ideal parts of the sur-

face decreases because of the chain effect (19). However, at these

i|> values, scattering from certain surface structures is still poss-

ible (18) . For instance, when I|I is small, scattering remains poss-

ible from those structures in which one atom is not shielded by its

neighbour. But this implies that the height of the ion path along

the incoming trajectory is much larger than for scattering from an

ideal surface (see fig.4). Therefore, the inelastic energy loss

along this trajectory is much smaller. According to this explanat-

ion we have to do with two peaks instead of one at these angles of

incidence. In the energy spectra it is mostly not possible to re-

solve the two peaks, however, the broadening of the surface peak

which is observed at these \\i values is an indication that the given

explanation is correct, although part of it is probably caused by

energy straggling (20). The same arguments hold for large angles of

incidence, in that case the outgoing trajectory determines the ob-

served behaviour. Further evidence for this explanation will be

given in section 4.

4. Elastic scattering effects

4.1. Chain effect and zig-zag collisions

In the preceding section we assumed that the surface peak (fig.2)

is the result of single collisions. In this section we will give

evidence for the correctness of this assumption, i.e. we will show

that neither quasi-double collisions along a chain nor zig-zag coll-

isions can explain the observed phenomena. This can be done by com-

paring experimental energy and angular distributions with the re-

suits of computer simulations. However, while two-dimensional si-

mulations can easily be performed, three-dimensional simulations,

which are needed to obtain information about zig-zag collisions,are

too time consuming (15). Therefore, we have performed also calcul-

ations based on the two-atom model.

We have measured energy spectra of Helium ions scattered over 30°

for angles of incidence between 3° and 27°. In general the spectra

13



FtI (arhunits) 10 keV He—Cu < 100>
^ = 3 0 °

98 99

Pig. Calculated energy distribution of 10 keV Helium particles scattered
over 30° from a <100> row of copper atoms; i|i = 15° and T = 700 K.
The simulated spectrum is corrected for the energy resolution of the
apparatus.

ildO^counts/sec) 4 k e V H

QS 1

J\1/

e*— Cu<100>

V=30°

91 -92 -93 94 -95 96 -97 98

Fig. 6 Energy distribution of 4 keV Helium ions scattered from a copper
(100) face along a <100> direction; i = 30°, iT= 60° and T = 300 K.
The quasi single (QS) and quasi double (QD) peak are indicated.
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exist of one surface peak; as an example fig. 2 shows the spectrum

for the reflection of 10 keV Helium ions, the angle of incidence is

15°. A few exceptions on this general behaviour have been observed

for small angles of incidence (3°<iJ;<5o) ,these will be discussed in

section 4.3. On the other hand two-dimensional computer simulations

show a double peak spectrum. Even when the broadening of the apparat-

us is taken into account, it is still possible to resolve two peaks

as is shown in fig.5. It appears that a double peak spectrum can be

measured for larger scattering angles. In fig.6 a spectrum is shown

for 4 keV Helium ions scattered over 60°. In this spectrum a high en-

ergy peak is observed.The relative energy of this peak is .4% lower

than the calculated energy for the guasi-double scattering peak; the

intensity of this peak is much lower than the calculated intensity.We

have calculated an intensity ratio I__,/I-._ of 0.2 while for the exper-

iment the ratio of the intensity of the two peaks is only 0.03. The

difference between these two values is probably due to neutralization.

Ions which undergo a quasi-double (QD) collision and as a consequence

travel a longer path in the vicinity of the surface,will have a larger

probability to be neutralized.This effect has also been observed with

other ion-target combinations (8,21) .Also the choice of the interatomic

potential which is used in the simulations may explain part of the differ-

ence; reducing the screening length by a factor 2 results in an intens-

ity ratio Inn/ïno of about 0.14.The same arguments explain the absence

\tu yo

of a QD peak in the -J"= 30 spectra. In this case the QD peak is too

small to be resolved in the experiment.

To compare the experimental results with calculations of zig-zag

collisions we have to rely on two-atom calculations instead of multi-

atom simulations. In these calculations we assume that the trajectory

of the particle between the two collisions is parallel to the surface

but makes an angle y pf 45°(<110> direction), 18° (<310>) or 11°

(<510>) with the <100> direction. The influence of thermal vibrations

on the scattering is neglected. In fig. 7a the angular dependences of

the energy of the surface peak are shown for î  = 30° and "J" = 60° to-

gether with calculations with an angle y of 18°. The energy scales

are chosen in such a way that the single collision energy for -J" = 60°

coincides with the single collision energy for i?*= 30°. Calculations

with the other two angles Y give for both scattering angles either

much too high (11°) or much too low (45°) scattering energies.

It appears that the behaviour of the two experimental cur-

15
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Fig. 7 a) The angular dependence of the relative peak energy Ei/Eo. The
figure shows experimental results and calculations (solid lines)
for zig-zag collisions with an angle of y of 18° {see fig. 7b).The
dashed dotted line shows the theoretical single collision energy
for both i7"= 60° (left hand energy scale) and -J"= 30° (right hand
energy scale).

b) The zig-zag collision model for Y = 18° (<-U0>) .
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ves is rather similar, while the calculated curves are quite differ-

ent. However, the angular dependence of the measurements and the cal-

culations do show some resemblance, especially for o/"= 30°. In the

if= 60° case, the curves are in reasonable agreement only for angles

of incidence IJJ < 6°. Yet we think that there is enough evidence to

conclude that the measured dependence is not the result of zig-

zag collisions because:

1) In the case of -J" = 30°, the calculated decrease of the energy at

ifi = 3° compared with I|I = 15 is smaller than the measured decrease.

This difference cannot be explained by taking into account also

collisions with other surface atoms. In that case the decrease

would become even smaller. The calculations also show that the

magnitude of the energy decrease is almost insensitive to the

angle y.

2) In the case of "J*= 60°, the observed behaviour can only be ex-

plained by a combination of QS collisions, which dominate for

<Ji > 10° and zig-zag collisions which dominate for ty < 6°. How-

ever, then we would expect a broadening of the surface peak for

those angles of incidence where the two peaks have about the same

height. Experimentally this broadening has not been observed.

Although computer simulations predict zig-zag collisions to occur

(12,15) we have not observed any evidence for this. It is possible

that the difference of .4% between the calculated energy for the QD

peak and the experimentally observed energy is caused by a mix-up of

zig-zag collisions and QD collisions along the chain, although in-

elastic effects may also explain this difference. In fact, it is not

unexpected that zig-zag collisions have hardly any influence on the

measured energy spectra. The distance between the two main collisions

is larger for a zig-zag collision than for a double collision along

a chain. As a consequence the cross section will be smaller and the

neutralization probably will be larger. Moreover, the sum of the

scattering angles in a zig-zag collision is larger than the effective

scattering angle, which also results in a reduction.of the cross sect-

ion compared to a chain collision. We conclude that quasi-double coll-

isions along the chain and zig-zag collisions have only minor influ-

ence on the measured energy spectra. Therefore, the surface peak has

to be identified as to be the result of single or quasi-single collis-

ions.

17
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Fig. 8 The angular dependence of the relative peak energy Ej/Eo for 10 keV
Helium ions scattered over 30° along a <100> (O) and a <210> (x)
direction. T = 700 K.
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In section 3 we explained the angular dependence of the energy

of the surface peak by inelastic energy losses. Computer simulat-

ions show that the energy of the quasi single collision (QS) peak

is also sensitive to the angle of incidence because of multiple

scattering. However, this angular dependence is opposite to the

observed behaviour. To investigate whether we have to take this

multiple scattering effect into account, we have repeated the

measurements along another atomic surface chain. It is known that

multiple scattering effects depend on the atomic distance of the

atoms in a surface chain (i9). Therefore, we have performed meas-

urements in which the surface was bombarded along a <210> row. In

fig. 8 these measurements are compared with the <100> results.The

two curves show about the same behaviour. For angles of incidence

around specular reflection the surface peak has the same energy in

both cases. However, for angles of incidence away from specular re-

flection an increasing energy difference is observed for more ex-

treme lji values. This can be explained by the collisions of the

projectile with the neighbours of the main scattering atom. For

ijj = 15°, the influence of multiple scattering will be about equal

for the <100> and the <210> direction, because the distance between

the ion trajectory and the surface atom in the one but hardest

collision is about equal.However, while in the <100> direction this

distance is proportional to sin \j> (or sin (if-ip)) , in the <210> dir-

ection this distance isi almost independent of IJJ, because the in-

volved surface atom doss not belong to the <210> row of the main

scattering atom. Therefore, the angular dependence of the multiple

scattering effect will be much smaller in the <210> than in the

<100> direction. As a consequence the energy of the reflected part-

icles will be lower in the <210> case. We conclude that for scatter-

ing along the <100> direction multiple scattering causes an in-

crease in energy of the surface peak and that this increase depends

on the angle of incidence. However, fig. 8 indicates that this

energy increase is small compared with the inelastic energy loss.

Since we expect a still smaller angular dependent energy increase

for reflection from a <210> chain, it seems to be reasonable to

neglect this effect in this case. This conclusion i~ supported by

computer simulations which show that the energy difference between
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Fig. 9 Energy distributions of 4 keV Helium ions scattered from a copper
(100) face along a <210> direction with if = 30°, T = 700 K and for
angles of incidence $ = 5.5° (•), 4.5° (x) and 3.5° (o).

Table

T

300 K

400 K

500 K

* = 4°

476

585

868

I|I = 15°

1078

1012

1095

* = 26°

139

11.7

4.7

The intensity of the surface peak (counts per second) for 10 keV
primary Helium ions for different target temperatures? and for
three angles of incidence; •»ƒ•= 30°. The intensity is normalized
on a primary ion current of 10"8 A.
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the two curves of fig. 8 is about equal to the calculated angular

dependent energy increase for scattering along the <1OO> direction.

4.. 3^ Surf ace_def gets

Until now only a few studies on the influence of surface damage

on ion surface scattering have been reported. Especially at low

temperatures there are still many phenomena which are not under-

stood very well (21). For small and large angles of incidence, i.e.

\ji<<<J'/2 and ty»'f/2, Begemann et al. observed peaks which they ex-

plained by scattering from surface steps. At a higher temperature

the intensity of the peaks was decreased, indicating that some of

the defects were annealed (18). Recent experiments in our laborat-

ory in which the temperature dependence of the scattering of Argon

ions from a copper (100) face was investigated, show that annealing

of the surface takes place in a temperature interval between c.360°K

and 420°K.

Heiland and Taglauer also observed a peak in their reflection

spectra which they identified as resulting from damaged surface

parts. The dose dependence of the intensity of their "danage" peak

agreed rather well with the behaviour of their LEED patterns which

were recorded simultaneously. At a temperature of 90°C they observed

annealing of the surface defects in both ion scattering and LEED

measurements (22).

In section 3 we explained the irregular behaviour at extreme

angles of incidence by collisions from surface defects. For the

scattering of Helium ions from a copper surface, the "damage" peak

cannot be resolved from the peak resulting from reflection from

ideal parts of the surface. In fig. 3 (section 3) we showed that the

peak broadening occurs concurrently to the shift in height of the

surface peak. For this broadening we gave the explanation that for

these ijj values there are two peaks having different energies, which

could not be resolved. In some cases, however, the two peaks have

been resolved as is shown in fig. 9. The peak with the highest

energy is only observed for extreme iji values, similar to the damage

peaks observed by Begemann. We have also examined the temperature

behaviour of the surface peak.at some angles of incidence, as is

shown in table 1. At \ji = 26° scattering from ideal parts of the

surface is not observed because of the large neutralization prob-
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Fig. 10 Angular distribution of the relative peak energy Ej/Eo. For 10 keV
Helium ions (0) and atoms (x) scattered from a copper (100) face
along a <210> direction; if" = 30° and T = 700 K. The solid line is
a fit of eg. 6 to the atom beam experiment.
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ability (10, 18). Scattering from steps and other damage structures

however, can result in observable collision processes because then

the ion trajectory lies further away from the surface. The table

indicates that the annealing temperature is about 400°K, which

agrees with our Ar+-Cu measurements. The behaviour at i|» = 26° is

different from the behaviour at i/i = 15° where an almost constant

peak intensity is expected (15). In principle it should be possible

to show the annealing also at small angles of incidence. However,

the neutralization probability in this case is much smaller than

for I(I = 26° and therefore the damage peak is mixed with the peak

caused by scattering from ideal parts of the surface. Increase of

the surface temperature results in annealing of the surface damage,

but also in extension of the E—tf» loop to smaller ty values. Therefore,

the prediction of the temperature behaviour of the intensity of the

surface peak cannot be made for small angles of incidence (19,27,15).

Apparently the last effect dominates in the experimental situation

of table 1 and, therefore, an increase of the intensity is observed.

.5. Inelastic energy losses

As has been shown by the authors, eq. 1 can be fitted reasonably

well to the experimental results, although a small deviation is ob-

served (11). While according to this equation the E1(i)i) curve should

be symmetric around specular reflection, the ion scattering measure-

ments of ref. 11 showed a somewhat higher reflected energy for angles

of incidence i|)>»̂ 2.

A still larger deviation from the ideal behaviour is observed

when ion beam experiments are compared with measurements performed

with a primary atom beam. The modelofref.il does not distinguish

between particles having different charge states. However, experiment-

ally a striking difference is observed between ion and atom scatter-

ing measurements as is shown in fig. 10. Apparently the energy of the

surface peak depends on the initial charge state of the projectile.

Furthermore the deviation from symmetry around specular reflection

appears to be different' for the two measurements.

These effects are observed in the measurements along the <100>

direction as well as in the measurements along the <210> direction,

the magnitude of them being equal within the experimental error. In

this section we therefore performed the measurements mainly along
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Fig. 11 The difference of the peak energies for primary ions and atoms,
E^ - E a, as a function of i|i for various primary energies: E0=4(0)i
6(») and 10(X) keV; tf"=30° and T=700 K.
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the <210> direction, to avoid as much as possible the influence of i
•|

multiple scattering. .}

j

5̂ 1,. The_differ6nce_between_the_scattering_gf_p_rimarx_ions_and ';'

grimarY_atoms. j

The difference between the energy of the surface peak in ion and '

atom scattering experiments, E. - E , has been measured for primary '
x a j

energies of 4, 6 and 10 keV, as is shown in fig. 11. This energy J

difference appears to be an increasing function of the angle of J

incidence for all primary energies. Starting at a negative value j

for small angles of incidence, E. - E rises steeply until this

energy difference is about 15 - 20 eV. At this energy the curves

bend and for larger angles of incidence they only show a weak in-

crease. Especially for 4 keV this behaviour is very clear, for high-

er primary energies a more gradual transition between the two regions

is observed. Another characteristic feature of the curves is the fact

that for large angles of incidence, E.̂  - E a is about equal for the

three primary energies: 19 eV < E. - E = < 24 eV.

This observation suggests that the difference between ion and

atom scattering is the result of an ionization process which occurs

during the •'interaction of the projectile with the surface. This ion-

ization may occur either directly during the violent collision

'Eionization = 2 4- 5 eV> o r i t m a v b e t h e result of an excitation

(E > 19.8 eV) followed by a resonance transition of the excited
€XC •

electron to the conduction band of the metal (23).

For the atom beam experiments this ionization process has to

occur for all experimental conditions, because only particles which

leave the surface in a charged state are detected. For the ion beam

experiments this is different. According to the model which the

authors proposed for the charge exchange processes which occur dur-

ing the scattering of low energy Helium ions from metal surfaces

(9, 10), a more complicated behaviour is expected. While for atoms

only one contribution to the scattered intensity of ionized particles

N + is expected (eq. 3 of ref. 10):
a
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Pig. 12 Angular dapendenoes of Ab = b(15° - 6) - b(15° + 6) for primary
ions (0) and atoms (x) scattered from a copper (100) face along
a <210> direction; yf" = 30° and T = 700 K.

Table 2

15°
6°

Ions

upperside

.9853

.9836

lowerside

.9757

.9673

Atoms

upperside

.9800

.9782

lowerside

.9696

.9655

The relative energies E L / E O where the intensity has fallen to half
of its maximum value (I(Eij) = 's KEj))/ for primary ions and atoms
and for two angles of incidence. The values are given for both the
upper- and the lowerside of the surface peak.
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two contributions are expected in the case of ions (eq. 2 of ref.10)

T { f l f 2 ( 1 " V + (1"fl) f2 Pi } (3) -|

the first of them resulting from a reflection in which no charge ex- !

change occurs, and the second resulting from a reflection in which >)

the ion is Auger neutralized on the inward trajectory and ionized ï

again during the violent collision. In the equations N gjr- Afi n stands ]

for the total number of particles which are reflected within the j

correct scattering angle, while Pi = probability for ionization dur- j

ing the violent collision; Pn = probability for neutralization during j

the violent collision and f, and f_ are the probabilities for escap- )

ing Auger neutralization along the inward (f.) and outward (fj) 1

trajectory.

If the energy difference of about 20 eV between ion and atom scatt- >

ering measurements for i)i > 20° is the result of an ionization process,

then we would expect that the same energy difference exists between 1

the two contributions whici> together give the total ion yield in the ]

ion scattering experiments. This means that the surface peak in fact j

exists of two peaks which lie about 20 eV apart. As a consequence, .]

the energy of the measured surface peak will lie somewhere between j

the energy cf the two peaks, the actual position being determined by j

the relative heights of them. For small angles of incidence, the ;|

neutralization along the inward trajectory is large, i.e. f. is very 'i

small and the second contribution, involving ionization will dominate. sj

Therefore, E. - E = will be small for these t|> values. For increasing 1

IJJ, f, and therefore also the first contribution increases, resulting i!

in a shift of the combined peak to a higher energy. For large angles >\

of incidence the first contribution dominates and for these ij) values j

we find an energy difference which is almost equal to the excitation ;j

or ionization energy of Helium. The fact that for 6 and 10 keV, E. -

E = becomes negative for small i(i values cannot be explained within this

model. This effect will be discussed in the next section.

The explanation given here for the angular behaviour of E. - E is

based on the assumption that the measured surface peak exists of two

peaks, c. 20 eV apart, which cannot be resolved. As a consequence w e

would also expect a broadening of the surface peak in the i)/ region

where the two contributions are about equal. This effect cannot be

shown directly in the measurements, because the broadening caused by
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Fig. 13 The asymmetry of the Ejfili) curves for primary Helium atoms scatter-
ed from a copper (100) face along a <100> direct ion; i^ = 30°, T =
700 K and Eo = 6 keV.
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energy straggling is larger than the broadening caused by the doubl-

ing of the peak . However, energy straggling is almost symmetric

around specular reflection, while the broadening caused by the peak

doubling is only observable for angles of incidence smaller than -&/2.

This asymmetric behaviour can be seen very well in fig. 12 where the

difference in peak width

Ab(S) = b(T#2 -S) - bClf/2 +6)

is plotted versus 6 = |l̂ /2 - i|i|

For the ion scattering experiments Ab is an increasing function of fi,

while for the atom scattering experiments Ab remains zero within the

experimental errors. The broadening occurs at the low energy side of

the surface peak as is expected from the model. This can be deduced

from Table 2 by comparing the energies at which the intensity of the

surface peak is at half maximum for \j> = 6° and 15° and E = 4 keV.

Also the shift of the Ab(6) curve to smaller ip values going from 6 to

4 keV agrees with fig. 11 and with the model if the dependence on EQ ;}

of P. and the characteristic velocity for Auger neutralization V (10), J

are taken into account. |

Therefore, we conclude that the presented measurements give a guali- ;

tative confirmation of the charge exchange model of ref. 10. }
i

5±2± The_asymmetry_of_the_E1_(jj;̂ _cur2fes

According to the current theories for electronic stopping, we would j,

expect that the dependence of the energy of the scattered particles on Ij

the angle of incidence is symmetrical around specular reflection. De-

viations from symmetry caused by the lower velocity of the projectiles

on their outward trajectory should be negligible small ((E -E^/E =2%). \

However, as is shown in fig. 10 an asymmetric behaviour is observed ,3

for ion scattering as well as for atom scattering experiments (see 1

also ref. 11). Having established in section 5-1 the double peak nat- I

ure of the surface peak for scattering with primary ions, an explanat- j

ion for the asymmetry can easily be found in this case. It simply

follows from the fact that for large angles of incidence that contrib-

ution dominates, which results from particles which remain ionized

during the whole collision sequence, while for small angles of inci-

dence the other contribution dominates. As a consequence a higher re-

flected energy is found for angles of incidence larger than v/2. How-
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ever, in fig. 10 also a slight asymmetry for the atom scattering ex- j

periments can be seen. This is better shown in fig. 13 where we have ]

given E1 (1#2 -6) - Ej (T#2 +6) as a function of 6 = |i?"/2 - t|i| for EQ = j

6 keV. The bombardment direction in this case is the <100> direction. |

To be quite on the safe side we take into account a rather large error j

bound for the angle of incidence: Ai|) = + .5°. Even with this large j

error, the asymmetry seems to be consistent. The same tendency has ]

been observed for other primary energies and for bombardment along the j

<210> direction, although it does not always show up as clearly as in j

fig. 13. This observation indicates that the electronic stopping cross- j

section is different for the inward and the outward trajectory. A poss- j

ible explanation for this phenomenon may be that the mean inelastic I

energy loss in the weak collisions for atoms (inward trajectory) and j

ions (outward trajectory) is different. Experiments of Sidis et al. \

show that for collisions of Helium ions and atoms with Argon atoms :\

this difference does exist (24, 25). The fact, that E. - E (see sect- j
l a ;|

ion 5.1.) becomes negative for small i|) values may have the same origin. i

Along the outgoing trajectory there is no difference between ion and ;

atom scattering, in both cases the particles which are detected are in

a charged state. However, along the incoming trajectory there is a

difference. While for atom scattering the projectiles are neutral all |

along their way towards the target, for ion scattering the projectiles j

start as ions but they are neutralized somewhere along the inward tra- j

jectory. If in the last case the projectiles may be characterized long f

enough as being charged, then the electronic stopping of these partic- J

les will be larger than the stopping of particles which are neutral !

along the whole inward trajectory. As a consequence E. - E may become

smaller than zero for small i/i values (see fig. 11) .

5^3i Electrgnic_sto£ging

In section 3.2. we explained the angular behaviour of the relative

energy by electronic stopping. As is shown in ref. 11 the experiments

can be described reasonably well by assuming that the inelastic energy

loss is proportional to the length of the particle trajectory in the

vicinity of the surface (see eq. 1). However, objections may be raised

to such a description. In surface scattering experiments the particles

collide with a relatively small number of target atoms (5-20) and there-

fore, it is doubtful whether a continuum model for the electronic stopp-
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jing can be applied. A more practical objection is that by using a con-

tinuum model we obtain a stopping constant (K(EQ) in eq. 1) and not a j

stopping power, a quantity observed in other experiments. A comparison ,|

between both quantities is rather arbitrary because the length of the j

particle trajectory is rather undefined in surface scattering experimr j

ents. Therefore we use here an other approach. If the inelastic energy |

loss in the n t n collision is given by Q(r ,E) where rn is the distance j

of the closest approach in this collision and E the energy of the pro- f

jectile, then we can calculate the total 'inelastic energy loss by sum- j

ming up Q(r ,E) over all collisions. An expression for Q(rn,E)has been

derived by Firsov (24); however, this theory is not satisfactorily for

light ions. Therefore, we adopt the expression which is given by Oen

and Robinson (25) in a slightly different form:

Q (r E) = °-045 K(E) exp(- °'3 r") (4)
n n' 2

f aF aF ^
where a_ is the screening length in the Mcliêre potential. The elec-

r

tronie stopping cross-section associated with eq. 4 for energies above

c. 1 keV is
Se = K(E) (1-a) (5)

The value of a depends on the density and crystal structure of the

target and is typically less than 0.1 (25). The authors state that the

precise form of eq. 4 is arbitrary, but the theory of low velocity

electronic stopping is not sufficiently well developed to permit a

better choice at present. According to the calculations of Oen and

Robinson the magnitude of Q determined by K is important rather than

the shape. Using equation 4 we can give an expression for the energy

of the reflected particles. Taking into account a different electronic

stopping for the incoming (K ) and the outgoing (K.) trajectory (see
a. X

section 5.2.) we obtain:
0.3 rn

F (6)

E l

+ ]

- Es

00

n=l

- Q ( r o

exp(-

,E)

0 . 3 r

a F

where E= is the theoretical energy of elastically scattered particles.s
The inelastic energy loss in the violent collision Q(rQ,E) does not
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Fig. 14

6 8 10
E(keV)

The electronic stopping constant K (see text) for ions (% - O)
and for atoms (Ka - • ) as a function of the primary energy.

Table 3

10

8

6

4

(Es-Q(rQ,E))/E.

.9817 + 17

.9813 + 19

.9807 + 20

.9788 + 2b

Q(ro,E) (eV)

22 + 20

23 + 18

22 + 15

23 + 12

Q calc.

87 + 4

73 + 7

64 + 7

47 + 9

The relative energy of reflected ions corrected for the inelastic
energy loss in the weak collisions (Es - Q(ro,E))/Eo and the mea-
sured and calculated inelastic energy loss in the violent collis-
ion Q(ro,E) and Qcalc-

 T he possible errors which are given con-
sist of both the accidental and systematic possible errors. The
primary beam consists of Helium atoms.
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depend upon the angle of incidence. The summation for the incoming and

outgoing trajectories can be calculated if thermal vibrations are ne-

glected. In the calculations of the summations we take into account

the atoms which belong to the main scattering chain and atoms which

belong to the neighbouring chains.

In the preceding sections we have shown that multiple scattering

effects (section 4.2.) and the discrete inelastic energy loss, result-

ing from the ionization of the Helium atom (section 5.1.), have to be

accounted for when an explanation is given of the angular dependence

of the reflected energy by electronic stopping. Therefore, we con-

centrate on scattering of atoms along a <210> direction because then

the mentioned effects have the smallest influence.

Fig. 10 shows measurements of 10 keV Helium atoms scattered along a

<210> direction. The solid line represents a least squares fit of eg.

6 to the measurements. The agreement is rather good; however, this is

not very surprising since the equation is fitted to the experiment by

adjusting three parameters: K , K. and E -Q(r ,E). With this procedure
a X S O

we have determined K , K. and E -Q(r ,E) for primary energies of 4, 6,ax so
8 and 10 keV. The magnitude of these quantities is not very sensitive

to the shape of eq. 4. A change of the exponent with 50% remits in an

increase of K , K. and E -Q(r„,E) smaller than 15%. In fig. 14 K. and

K are shown as a function of the primary energy. It appears that both

K. and K are about proportional to the square root of the energy

(solid curves) and this is in agreement with the Lindhard theory (LSS)

(26). Also the absolute values of K. and K= are in close agreement with

the Lindhard theory. By using equation 5 with a = .07 (see ref. 25) we

obtained at E o = 10 keV Se = 97 eV A
2 for the incoming trajectory and

Sg = 115 eV A
2 for the outgoing trajectory. This has to be compared

with a value of S = 108 eV A2 at 10 keV which follows from the Lind-

hard theory. We have also determined values of E - Q(r ,E), of which

the results are shown in table 3. If the value of E_ is known then we
s

may obtain from these results the inelastic energy loss in the violent
collision. As a first estimate we may take for E the theoretical ener-

s

gy for single scattering: Es = .9831 EQ. This results in Q(rQ,E) values

between 14 and 17 eV. These values seem to be rather small which is

probably due to the fact that we have not taken into account multiple

scattering. According to computer simulations for scattering along the

<100> direction at iji = 15°, multiple scattering causes an increase of

the scattered energy of 0.5 - 1 10~3 E at 10 keV and of 1 - 2 10~3 E
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at 4 keV. It seems to be reasonable to assume that for scattering along

the <210> direction this energy increase is present for all angles of

incidence (see section 4.2; we have not performed simulations along the

<210> direction because they are too time consuming).Using these values

we obtain for Q(r ,E) about 22 eV as is shown in table 3. We may com-

pare the observed Q(rQ,E) with the calculated values using equation 4

and the values of K from fig. 14. The results of these calculations are

also shown in the table. It appears that the inelastic energy losses

which are calculated from eq. 4 lie far outside the errorbounds of the

experimental results. Therefore we conclude that eq. 4 overestimates

the inelastic energy loss in the violent collision. As a consequence

eq. 5 underestimates the electronic stopping cross-section (see eq.2 of

ref. 25). However, this effect is not very large because the contribut-

ion of violent collisions (small impact parameters) to the electronic

stopping cross-section is small.

6. Summary '1

The scattering of 4-10 keV Helium ions and atoms from a copper sur- i

face is mainly determined by single collisions. Deviations between the ]

reflected energy calculated for elastic collisions and the measured |

energy of the reflected particles are mainly caused by electronic ex- :

citations and ionization, although some influence of multiple scatter-

ing is observed. For small angles of incidence and outgoing angles, \

surface damage has a dominant influence on the reflection spectra, I

especially at low temperatures and low primary energies. j

An explanation of the inelastic energy losses can be given by dist- |

inguishing two processes: |

1) The ionization of a Helium atom. The energy lost in this process re- i

mains COPStant under all experimental conditions discussed in this '

paper. The demonstration of this effect can be considered as a con-

firmation of the charge exchange model of ref. 10. Recently Heiland

and Taglauer showed the same effect for the scattering of Ne from j

Ag and Ni (3). I

2) Electronic stopping. The experimental results can be explained by ]

using the expression of Oen and Robinson for the inelastic energy j

losses in the individual collisions. The magnitude of the stopping '

constant K(E) (see eq.4) which follows from the experiment is in J

good agreement with the Lindhard theory. However, the measurements |

I
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indicate that the expression of Oen et al. overestimates the in-

elastic energy loss in more violent collisions.
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CHAPTER III

NEUTRALIZATION AND IONIZATION OF LOW ENERGY NOBLE GAS IONS AND

ATOMS SCATTERING FROM A METAL SURFACE. I. THEORY

Abstract

A model is proposed for the charge exchange behaviour of low

energy noble gas ions and atoms scattering from a metal surface.

The model takes into account two types of charge transfer processes.

Firstly ions can be neutralized by an Auger process in which only

conduction electrons are involved. Secondly transitions between

quasi molecular states can occur when the distance between the in-

coming particle and a surface atom becomes small. This process may

result in neutralization of an ion and in ionization of an incoming

atom or an incoming ion which is neutralized before by an Auger

process.

An expression is derived for the ion yield of singly or quasi

singly scattered particles. The assumptions on which the model is

based and the limitations for using the model are discussed.

1. Introduction "j
•I

Recently the authors proposed a model to describe the charge ;jj

exchange behaviour of noble gas ions and atoms having an energy in ;|

the low keV range which scatter from a metal surface (1,2). They j

also suggested a method to determine experimentally the relevant ,<

charge exchange probabilities for particles which make a single 3

or a quasi single collision. The model takes into account Auger j

neutralization and electron transitions resulting from close colli- f

sions between the projectile and a target atom. In the Auger process '.]

an electron from the conduction band neutralizes the ion, while the 1

excess energy is picked up by a second electron from the conduction ;j

band (3,4). During the close collision, the projectile target atom ;'|

system can be described as a quasi molecular complex (5). Transi- j

tions between quasi molecular states may result in ionization of ü

an incoming neutral particle or neutralization of an incoming ion. "?,

In the model the following assumptions were made (see Fig.1): I
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Auger

Fig. 1. Illustration of the charge exchange model of ref. 2. Along the in- and
outgoing trajectory Auger neutralization occurs (PAUger)» while in a
small region of the ion trajectory, the violent collision, neutralization
of ions (Pn) and ionization of before hand Auger neutralized particles
(P^) may occur.
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1) The trajectories of the particles can be divided into three

parts, the incoming and the outgoing trajectory along which

Auger neutralization may occur, and the region of the quasi

molecule in which ionization or neutralization may take place.

2) Only one of the ion-surface atom collisions has to be described

as a quasi molecular complex. Consequently, the model can be

applied only to single or quasi single collisions.

3) The probability for Auger neutralization is given by:

PAuger = 1

with v the velocity of the particle, a the angle between the

surface and the particle trajectory (either (i or 8 in Fig.l)

and v a characteristic velocity,c
4) The probability for ionization P i and for neutralization Pn,

resulting from the close collision depends on the scattering

angle it" and the primary energy E but not on the angle of ,|

incidence ty. y

5) Only two particle states, the atomic and the ionic ground states, )

are considered when the particle is outside the region of the ï

quasi molecule. ;

With these assumptions an expression for the ion yield N can i

be obtained. When ions are used as primary particles, then it |

follows that (eq. 2 of ref. 2 ) : j
i

N+ = N K {f.f.U - rr) + (l - f.Jf.P,} (la) I

i
and with atoms as primary particles we obtain (eq. 3 of ref. 2): j

NoK V i

with fj = exp

f2 = exp

\vo sin "7

f - e
W j si

2 " -" \v, sin e

and K stands for the product of the total differential cross

section and the experimental parameters which limit the reflected

beam. NQ is the intensity of the primary beam.
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Vacuum

Metal

Fig. 2. Illustration of the charge exchange model, rj is the radius of the quasi
molecular range, 2bj is the length of the particle trajectory inside the
quasi molecular range and rQ is the distance of closest approach between
the colliding particles. For ion-surface atom separations r < r 2 the
transition rate for Auger neutralization R is supposed to show a depend-
ence on r, for ion-surface separations s > Sg, R is supposed to show a
dependence on the distance s between the ion and the surface and in the
remaining area we assume R to be constant.



Although experiments have been performed which agree with this

model (2), questions arise about the interpretation of the results.

For instance it appears to be doubtful whether the experimentally

determined quantities P, and P really represent probabilities (6).

In the present work a more refined treatment of the charge exchange

behaviour is given. As in ref. 2 we take into account ionization

and neutralization during the violent collision and Auger neutra-

lization. However, the derivation of the expressions for the ion

yield (section 3) is based on a more detailed description of the

ion trajectory (section 2). It appears that the resulting express-

ions for the ion yield can be written in the same form as eq. la

and lb; however, the interpretation of the expressions is more

complicated than the interpretation given in ref. 2.

2. The particle trajectory

The most comprehensive treatment of the Auger neutralization is

given by Hagstrum (4). He assumes that a transition rate can be

defined which depends on the distance s between the ion and the

surface. In principle, this transition rate can be calculated for

large ion surface distances using perturbation theory (3). However,

it appears that this meets many difficulties. Therefore Hagstrum

assumes that the transition rate R depends exponentially on the

distance s. The exponent arises from the tail of the distribution

of the metal electrons in the vacuum. The transition results from

tunnelling of a conduction electron through the surface barrier

to the ion. For slow ions, which are neutralized at a large distance

from the surface, Hagstrum obtains a good agreement between experi-

ment and theory. However, experiments at higher primary energies

(He+ -» Ga, E„ > 100 eV) indicate that under these conditions the

assumption is not valid anymore. Instead they suggest that the

transition rate becomes more or less constant if s is small (7).

Hagstrum et al. explained this phenomenon by penetration of the

surface barrier, which occurs for small ion-surface separations.

However, this explanation does not take into account the atomic

character of the surface (8). One can expect that in the neighbour-

hood of the surface atoms, the transition rate depends mainly on

the ion-surface atom separation r. Consequently, there is a range

of ion surface separations where R is both a function of r and of s.
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In the first approximation we way account for this by assuming \

that P. can be given by • i

1
R(r,s) = Rj(s) + R2(r) (2) \

In section 4-2 and in ref. 6 a further discussion of this approxi- ;

mation is given. It should be noted that while R(r,s) is a transition ;

rate, Rj and R2 are not, and therefore one of them may be negative. j

According to the preceding discussion, R(r,s) depends only on s for j

large ion-surface separations. Therefore R2 has to become negligibly i

small compared with Rx for these s values. This means that we have )

to account for the radial dependence of R(r,s) only within a sphere I

around the target atom. In rig. 2 we indicated this sphere with a i

circle with a radius r, . For small ion-surface atom separations, ]

we assume that the transition rate is mainly dependent on r. As a •

consequence in this region Rj has to become more or less constant, j

Rj(s) » c. In fig. 2 this region corresponds with the region s < s0. j

It mayTjé noted that the assumption of a distinct r dependence of |j

the transition rate R does not necessarily contradict Hagstrum et :]

al. (7), who observed a nearly constant R for small s values. In \

the latter experir.. *nt ions impinging over the whole surface contri- \

bute to the results. Consequently, their results will depend large- -!

ly on the s dependence of R. 3

So far we discussed a range of projectile-target separations at \

which electronic states of the projectile and the metal atoms are )

still distinguishable. However, at very small separations the <t

projectile-target atom system is better described as a quasi mole- |

cular complex. During this stage of the collision, more mechanisms j

for electron transitions may become possible. Therefore we assume ~ï

that we can define a quasi molecular range; outside this range only .]

Auger neutralization occurs, while inside this range also other I

electron transitions are possible. We define a neutralization {

efficiency Pn for ions and an ionization efficiency P̂^ for atoms ^

passing through this range. However, because Auger neutralization )

is possible along the whole trajectory, the probabilities Pn and P̂^

are not fixed quantities, but they depend on the magnitude of the

quasi molecular range, i.e. Pn =
 p

n(ri) and P^ = P^tej) if r^ is

the magnitude of this range (see fig. 2). As in the former treatment

(2) we assume that ^(i^) and Pjtfj) do not depend on the orientation |
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of the target. Of course this will only hold if the quasi molecular

range lies within the region in which the transition rate R(s,r)

depends only on r.

3. Calculation of the ion yield after spattering

The transition probability along the two parts of the ion

trajectory outside the range of the quasi-molecule can be calculated

by solving the differential equation

dN = -NR(s,r)dt = -NfR^s) + R2(r))dt (3)

where N is the number of ions,

dt can be written as

dt 22
v sin o

(4)

where y is a function which only depends on rfl, "J* and r.

Integrating eq. 3 from infinity to the boundary of the quasi mole-

cular range s(r = r1) along the particle trajectory, or the other

way round, we obtain

N = Ho exp {- I /\.R2(r)dr} . exp

where NQ is the number of particles in the ionized state at infinity, \

if eq. 5 is applied to the incoming trajectory and N„ is the number 4

of ionized particles at s(r = r t), if eq. 5 is applied to the out- 'i

going trajectory. Generally, the integral in the second exponential 1

term of eq. 5 has different values for the incoming and the outgoing \
•'•\

trajectory, because s(r = rj) depends on the angle a. However, they j

can be made identical by the following argument: Inside the region j

of the quasi molecule, several transition mechanisms are possible 1

and therefore it will be doubtfull whether it is correct to use »,

the concept of a transition rate for Auger neutralization. Yet if 'j

we define inside this region R(s,r) as a continuous continuation \

of this function outside this region, i.e. R(s,r) = C + R,(r), then I

the second exponent in eq. 5 may be written as j

CO

>(r-r,) * v " " " s(r=rfl)
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where bj is half of the trajectory of the projectile in the region

of the quasi molecule and rfl is the distance of closest approach

between projectile and target atom (see fig. 2). Defining a

characteristic velocity v

00

v = ƒ R, (s)ds (7)
s(r=r0)

eq. 5 can now be written as

N= No I(rI(v) exp(i^-je Xp(^^j (8)

with I(rlfv) = expl- i ƒ Y-R.,(r)drjj
Using eq. 8 for the incoming and the outgoing trajectory and taking

into account the neutralization probability Pn(r1) and the ioniza-

tion probability Pi[r1) for the charge exchange inside the quasi

molecular range, we can calculate the total ion yield after

scattering N.(r )

[l - fjKr^v^exp^J] f ,1 (r,

with f1 = e*p(v B±n ») and f2 = exp(v Itn B )
 and

K stands for the product of the total differential cross section

and the experimental parameters which limit the reflected beam.

At first sight it seems that according to this equation, the ion

yield depends on the magnitude of the quasi molecular range, i.e.

on rj and bj. However, if the probabilities P^rj) and ?i (r1) are

properly defined as the total transition probabilities within the

sphere with radius r,, then it can easily be shown that for r, < s.

N. is independent of r-j. The only consequence of changing r into

rj + Arj is that then the probability for Auger neutralization

along Arj is incorporated in Pn(*!
 + ^j) and Pi(r1 + Lr1) instead

of in the Auger neutralization factors fxIJrj,vfl)exp[C bj/vj and

f2l(rj,Vj)exp[C bj/Vj]. The condition r: < sfl arises because of

the compensation of the Auger neutralization factors fj and f2
inside the quasi molecular range by exp[C b,/v]. Actually we a
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replace this condition by the condition that the positions where

the particle enters and leaves the quasi molecular range lie with-

in the area where Rj(s) » C.

By comparing eq. 9 with eq. la it can be seen that they are quite

similar. Both equations contain one term which depends on fj-f and

therefore on both the angle of incidence if and the outgoing angle

B, and one term which depends only on f2 and therefore this term

depends only on B. If the corresponding terms of the equations are

set equal, then we obtain relations between Pir Pn, P^tej) andPn(rj):

Pi = Pi ( ri' e x p(~v~^) I(ri'vi' (10)

and

- Pn = 1 <J- + -L)]

" P^r,) -

(11)

Therefore we conclude that it is not possible to identify Pi and

Pn simply as an ionization and a neutralization probability. They

describe the influence of the atomic character of the surface on

the charge exchange behaviour. An interesting consequence of this

interpretation of P. and 1 - P is that in principle they may be-

come larger than 1. This can easily be seen from eq. 10. While

P.(rj) can have only a value between 0 and 1, the exponential

factor exp (C bj/Vj) is always larger than 1. Furthermore, if we

remind that the transition rate for Auger neutralization is given I

by R(r,s) = Rj(s) + R2 (r) , then we see directly that although 1J

R(r,s) is always positive, R,,(r) may become negative. Therefore |

also I(r,,Vj) may become larger than 1. Finally, taking P^(rj) = 1 ,1

which is certainly possible in some experiments, we obtain Pi > 1.
 :l

A similar reasoning leads to the possibility that (1 - P ) may "j

become larger than 1, i.e. P < 0. . J

The treatment of this section applies to the scattering of '',

primary ions. A similar treatment can be given when atoms are used <j

as primary particles. Instead of equation 9 we obtain '*

< = NoK

where N = number of primary atoms. This equation can be compared
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with eq. lb. This results in an expression for P̂^ which is

identical to eq. 10. Therefore we conclude that the ionization

factors P. in eq. la and lb are identical.

4-1^ Assumptions

In the description of the ion-surface interaction (section 2),

we assume that outside the quasi molecular range the particle can

exist both as an ion and as an atom. This seems to be in contra-

diction with current theories. According to these theories, part-

icles cannot exist as atoms inside a metal, because of the screening

action of the metal electrons (9). As a consequence, the charge

state of particles leaving a solid, is determined by processes

occurring at the surface. This theory is in agreement with ion

fraction ineasurements of light particles at energies above about

30 keV (10). However, Buck et al. have shown that the charge state

of 10-30 keV argon ions which are scattered from a gold target,

r>oes depend on the path length travelled by the particles in the

material (11). A similar effect has been observed fo:r 10-30 keV

Helium ions (12). Although in the present paper we have to do with

surface scattering, yet we may have about the same situation as

for scattering from the bulk, because at primary energies of several

keV and angles of incidence or outgoing angles of 5-15 the length

of the particle trajectory in the vicinity of the surface is quite

long. However, differences are observed between the scattering of

primary ions and primary atoms at energies below 10 keV (2). There-

fore we conclude that in the situation as described by the model of

this paper, it is justified to assume that the particle may exist

botn as an atom and as an ion outside the quasi molecular range (19).

Using perturbation theory, a transition rate R can be calculated,

which depends on the position of the particle relative to the sur-

face. The total transition probability then follows from the

integral of R along the particle trajectory. Although objections

against this treatment may be put forward (13), the experiments

appear to be in agreement with this theory (4,7,8). However, some

influence of the particle velocity on the transition rate may exist.

Even at low energies (4, 1 keV) Hagstrum introduces the idea of
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non-adiabatic excitation of the target electrons which is caused by

the moving field of the ion (7). This effect may change the initial

state of the transition and thus influence the transition rate. A

velocity dependence of R may also arise because an electron which

neutralizes an ion, will have to pick up the velocity of the-ion (14).

The influence of this effect is significant at particle velocities

which are comparable with the velocity of the metal electrons.

A further simplification in section 2 is that we assume that R

can be approximated by R = Rj(s) + R2(r). The transition rate is

closely related to the electron density at the particle position

(4,15). For unperturbed solids electron distributions have been

calculated (15). They show that it is rather crude to approximate

the electron density by a radial term and a term depending only on

s. However, in the present case the solid is strongly perturbed

for small s values and therefore it is questionable whether the-

calculations for a perturbed solid are reliable. Possibly, calcula-

tions for a perturbed solid may give a more reliable answer to the

question whether the approximation is reasonable, although we think

that an easier and more direct answer may come from the experiment

(6).

Finally, we assume that transitions which occur in the quasi

molecular range, are insensitive to the target orientation. Although

orientational effects may be present in the solid state, we think

this assumption to be reasonable. For some specific transitions this

assumption has been justified by experiments (16).

422i_Cgnditigns_fgr_agplying_the_mgdel

To apply the proposed model some restrictions have to be imposed

on the experiments. Because quantities such as the magnitude of

the quasi molecular range r, and the transition rate R are not

known, these conditions can only be given in a qualitative way. The

experiment itself will have to show whether the conditions are ful-

filled in a specific situation.

The model takes into account only one quasi molecular range,

outside this range the particle trajectory is thought to be a

straight line. Therefore the model may be applied only to single

or quasi single collisions. A second consequence is that we have to

request that the radius of the quasi molecular range r is smaller
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than the distance of closest approach in the one but hardest

collision (see fig. 2). This results in the condition that both I

the angles 41 and e have to be larger than some limiting angle « m i n- \

In the model we assume that the transition rate can be approximated f

by R(r,s) = R (s) + R (r). This assumption combined with the one J

that Pn(rj) and P ^ r ^ do not depend on the target orientation, j

results in the conclusion that Rj(s) has to be constant for s < r . j

Poth assumptions, R(r,s) = Ra(s) + R2(r) and Rj(s) = C, have been J

used to define the characteristic velocity v c independent of the f

target orientation (eq. 6 and 7). However, if the range in which \

R2 cannot be neglected with respect to Rj is large, then the influ- |

ence of the neighbours of the atom with which the particle makes '\

the violent collision has to be taken into account. In that case ]

the transition rate cannot be approximated by eq. 2, but we have |

to use the exact expression. This may be done by expressing R as 1

R(r,s) = Rj(s) + R2(r) + R3(s,r), where R3(s,r) = 0 for s > r2 and 1

for r < rj. In between these regions the functions R , R and R |

are chosen in such a way that |R3(s,r)| is as small as possible. I

For the characteristic velocity we then obtain: I

r,
v = ƒ R (s)ds + ƒ R3(s,r)ds (13)

T V
r0 ro

with the second integral taken along the ion-trajectory. As a

condition to apply the model we have to demand that
r,

vc >> ƒ R3(s,r)ds (14)
ro

and that this is valid independent of the integration path.

A direct consequence of expression 14 is the condition that the

distance of closest approach in the one but hardest collision has

to be larger than r,. This again results in the condition that the

angles • and B both have to be larger than sorce minimum angle a'J .

However, even then we are not sure that the condition of expression

14 is fulfilled. The answer on this question can only be given if

more is known about the function R(r,s), or by the experiment (6).
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The model takes into account only particles which are in the i

atomic or ionic ground state. Excited atoms may arise if resonance J

neutralization is possible (4). Therefore it is doubtfull whether j

the model may be applied to these ion-target combinations. A S

second source for excited - and in some cases also for multiply 1

ionized - states, is the quasi molecular complex. If ionization [

of the projectile is possible, then, in general, also other transi- \

tions may occur. However, these states will only influence the -j

measurements if transitions between these states and the ionic 'j

ground state are possible, which proceed with about the same i

transition rate as the Auger neutralization. K

Physically we expect that states with higher excitation energies \

than the ground state of the ion also have shorter lifetimes. This ï

seems to be consistent with the experimental results. For instance, x

Van der Weg could explain the neutralization of multiply charged |

ione- reasonably well by assuming that the characteristic velocity '\

is proportional to the ionization energy (5). Also the fact that j

in backscattering experiments with primary energies below 10 keV j

hardly any double charged ions are observed, points in the same 'J

direction. I

The transition between the excited atomic state and the ground j

state of the ion may proceed by a resonance process. According to ]

calculations of Cobas and Lamb (17) and Shektar (3), this process |

proceeds faster than Auger neutralization. This agrees with the •'{

measurements of Hagstrum for the scattering of neon from tungsten ;!

(4). Also the estimation of Baird et al. for the characteristic

velocity for radiationless de-excitation of Helium ions bombarding

a copper surface (3.106 m/s) is much larger than the value observed

by the authors for Auger neutralization (">- 2.10s m/s) (18,2).

Therefore we think it to be justified for most ion-target combina-

tions to confine the description of the charge exchange behaviour

to only the ionic and atomic ground state.
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CHAPTER IV

'"1

'J
. 'i

NEUTRALIZATION AND IONIZATION OF LOW ENERGY NOBLE GAS IONS j

AND ATOMS SCATTERING PROM A METAL SURFACE j

II. REFLECTION OF HELIUM FROM A COPPER SURFACE j

Ion yield measurements are presented of 2-10 keV Helium ions

and atoms scattered from a copper {100) face. The scattering

angle is 30 . The results are explained with a charge transfer

model which has been proposed recently. The model takes into

account Auger neutralization as well as ionization and neutra-

lization resulting from violent collisions. Expressions for the

ion yield derived from the model describe the measurements rather

well. The ion and atom beam measurements are compared. Within the

experimental errors the results can be explained using the same

charge exchange parameters. We have measured the characteristic

velocity for Auger neutralization vc and the ionization and neu-

tralization factors E. and P . It appears that v depends on the

energy of the colliding particle, but net on the crystal direc-

tion along which the surface is bombarded. P. and P also depend

on the primary energy. Below about 2.5 keV we do not observe ioni-

zation or neutralization induced by the violent collision. Appa-

rently there is a critical distance (rQ = .25A) at which these

charge transfer processes become possible.

1. Introduation

Charge exchange processes are important phenomena in ion scat-

tering experiments. This is especially true for the scattering of

low energy noble gas ions from metal surfaces, where the majority

of the scattered particles is in the neutral state. Recently the

authors proposed a model which describes the charge exchange be-

haviour for particles which make quasi single collisions (1,2,3).

In these collisions, the particle makes one violent collision and

several weaker ones (4,5).
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During the particle-surface interaction electron transitions j-

may occur in which either conduction electrons or bound electrons i

are involved. In the model it is assumed that the transition in- ,i

volving conduction electrons may occur along the whole particle J

trajectory. These transitions are thought to be of the Auger type

(6,7): ions which are in the vicinity of the surface may pick up

a conduction electron, while the excess energy is given to another

conduction electron. In principle, also resonance transitions may

occur, however, they will hardly influence the measurements if a

suitable projectile-target combination is used (8,7). During the

violent collision transitions of bound electrons may occur result- 4

ing in ionization of a neutral projectile or neutralization of

an ionized projectile (1,9,10,11). By making some simple assumpr

tions, an expression can be derived for the ion yield after scat-

tering N+ (2). When'a primary ion beamis used, it follows that

(eq. 2 of ref. 2)

and when a primary atom beam is used we obtain (eq.3 of ref.2)

< " Ho Iff AJ2 P f (2)

i

with: .1

i
N = number of primary particles |

^ = differential cross-section 't

n = number of surface atoms/unit area \

According to the treatment of ref.2, P. and P can be iden- /

tified as the ionization and neutralization probability during |

the violent collision, while (1-f.) and (1-f,) are the proba- <

bilities for an ion to be Auger neutralized along the inward '

and the outward trajectory; In a more recent treatment of the (

charge exchange behaviour, a different derivation of the egua- '

tions 1 and 2 has been given (3). According to this treatment

P^l-Pjj), fj and f2 have to be identified as ionization and '

neutralization factors, which are related to the ionization and r'

neutralization probabilities, but not in the simple way as was I

supposed in ref. 2.
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In the present work, the results of an experimental study of

the charge exchange behaviour of Helium ions and atoms scattered

from a copper (100) surface are given. For this projectile-target

combination the influence of resonance transitions can be neglect-

ed (2,3,1 .

The principal aim of the study is to investigate whether the

experiment is described correctly by the equations 1 and 2. Fur-

thermore attention will be paid to the interpretation of the equa-

tions. In the interpretation we will make use of the description

of the charge exchange process which is given in ref. 3 (hereafter

referred to as I ) .

2. The experiment

A description of the apparatus has been given elsewhere (2,13,14,

15). It allows bombardment of the target with ions and atoms of
—8 —fi y

2-10 *:eV and current densities between 10 and 10 A/cm . The

pressure of the residual gas in the collision chamber is about

3.10~10 Torr.

In this investigation a (100) face of a copper target is bom-

barded with Helium ions and atoms along a *100> and a <210> direc-

tion. To minimize surface damage, the target was kept at a tempe-

rature of 700 K during the experiments (15,16). The intensity of

the primary ion beam is measured with a faraday cup. The intensity

of the primary atom beam is determined in two ways:

1) by measuring the secondary electron yield emitted from a stain-

less steel plate

2) by measuring the secondary ion yield emitted from the target.

The efficiency for secondary electron and secondary ion emis

sion is measured with a primary ion beam. We assume that these ef-

ficiencies do not depend on the charge state of the projectile.

Especially in case 1 this is questionable because of the possibility

for potential electron emission. This may cause a too low estima-

tion of the intensity of the atom beam. In fig. 1 a schematic

view of the experiment is shown. The scattering angle i7"is fixed

at 30°, the angle of incidence \j> may be varied continuously.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experiment i?" = scattering angle (=30 ), ct= v/2, \j> = angle
of incidence and 6 =|a-i|i|.
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In the figure we have also indicated the angles a = v/2 and 6 = j

|a-iH which are frequently used in this paper. j

For the scattering conditions relevant to this study, the ener-

gy spectra show a clear surface peak (fig. 2 of ref. 15). Par- ;

tides which have collided with atoms below the surface give only ;

a minor contribution to the energy spectra. An exception has to

be -.ade for the scattering along the <210> direction. In that case ,

a second peak is observed for EQi 8 keV and 13°<<|)<17°, which may j

be attributed to scattering from the second layer. However this I

peak is well separated from the surface peak (17). It has been :

shown that the surface peak is almost completely the result of j

quasi single collisions; no evidence can be observed for quasi

double (QD) scattering (15). For ijj=15o we have estimated that less j

than 5% of the ions which are measured in the surface peak result ',

from either QD collisions or collisions with atoms below the sur- s

face. |

In the experiment there are still other sources which may in- J

troduce errors. Because of the statistical nature of the measure-

ment , an error may be introduced which _is of the order o'f /N . To

account for possible errors both in the height and the width of

the surface peak, we take for this error 2.75/N+. A second source

for experimental errors is the measurement of the intensity of the

primary beam. When ions are used as primary particles this error

is mainly caused by instabilities of the ion gun. The possible er-

ror in this case is thought to be smaller than 5%. However, when a

primary atom beam is used, this error may be much larger because

of the rather indirect way of measuring the primary intensity. In

the angular scans, which are relative measurements, most of this

error can be avoided by measuring symmetrically around specular re-

flection, i.e. doing the measurements at iji=<x-S and at i|;=a+ö direct-

ly after each other. Therefore in these measurements the possible

error is small (3%). Finally an error may be introduced because of

an error in the angle of incidence iti. Accidental errors in i|i are

thought to be small (<0.1°). However, there may be a systematical

error which is of the order of 0.3 .
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Na<15-Ó)sin(15-Ó)

ó)sin(15»Ó)

6keVHe
#=30°
• <KX)>
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.Cu

Na
>(15-ó)sin(15--Ó)--Ó)]
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10 keV He—»-Cu

#=30°

Pig. 2. Experimental results plotted according to eq. 4, the scattering angle 1^=30°.
a) 6 keV He •*• Cu. In one measurement the target is bombarded along the
<100> direction (.) and in the other two it is bombarded along the <210>
direction (o,A)
b) 10 keV Be •* Cu.
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3. The Auger neutralization factor

3-1 -._Atgin_beam_scatter ing

According to the model, the Auger neutralization factor is

given by (I):

f = exp

with v the characteristic velocity for Auger neutralization andc
v the velocity of the ion perpendicular to the surface. Using

equations 2 and 3 and the assumption that 3ft(ty) = 7 K J ^ ~ ^ w e c a n

derive the equation (eq. 4 of ref. 2)

N+(a-S) sin (a-<5)\ vc

-f 1 = 2 coso —
I (a+<5) sin (a+6)/ 1a

In | -4 ) = 2 coso ^ . y (4)

with y = f 2sin a-sin^S

and V, the outgoing velocity.

A plot of the logarithmic term versus y should deliver a

straight line; from the slope of this line we obtain vc (2).

Fig. 2ashows the results of measurements at E = 6 keV and for

bombardment along the <100> and <210> direction. The error bars

represent the sum of the statistical error and the error which

may be caused by the instability of the ion gun.

For each of the three data sets we calculated v by fitting

the experimental results to eq. 4 using the method of least

squares. The value of vc which corresponds to the solid line

in the figure is equal to the mean of the vc values which are

calculated from the three data sets. The agreement between eq.

4 and the experiment is good. It should be noted that no differ-

ence is observed between the measurements along the <100> and

the <210> direction. The measurements in fig. 2a have been per-

formed only in a limited range of 8 values: 6<8°. The reason for

this is that for larger <5 values the measurements are rather in-

accurate.
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2-4- KT

6 8 10
E0(keV)-

Fig. 3. The characteristic velocity v as a function of the primary energy E o.
Also indicated is the energy dependence of v in the case that v is
lineair with the primary energy (eq. 5, solid line) and in the case
that v is lineair with the distance of closed approach in the violent
collision (eq. 8, dashed line).
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For large angles of incidence, i.e. small outgoing angles, the

Auger neutralization factor and n/sin tf> are rather small (see

eq. 2 and 3). Moreover, the chain effect may cause an extra re-

duction of the ion yield at these 5 values (4,18,19). As a con-

sequence the signal to noise ratio is too small to obtain relia-

ble data. On the other hand measurements at these small outgoing

angles may provide information about the limitations of the model

(I) (see section 5). Therefore we have performed such measure-

ments as is shown in fig. 2b. The primary energy in this case is

10 keV and <S values are used up to 12 degree (i.e. ty= 3°-27°).

It can be seen that even at the large 6 values, equation 4 des-

cribes the experimental data well. However, because of the large

error bounds we have to be careful in drawing conclusions from J

this result. j

f'rom the curve of fig. 2a the characteristic velocity for Auger j?

neutralization v can be obtained. We measured v in the energy !J
i

range from 4-10'keV. At energies below 4 keV the ion yield is too .;

small to enable accurate measurements. The results are shown in |

fig. 3; each point in the figure is obtained from several measure- i

ments. The possible errors which are indicated in the figure , -j

are equal to 2cr, where a is the variance which follows from the {

fit of one data set to equation 4. The reproducibi lity of the v •',

measurements is rather good; about 80% of the v vaiues which .]

are measured at one primary energy, lay within thV indicated ' !

error bounds. However, it is also possible that a systematical '\

error is made in the determination of v because of a possible i

systematic error in the calibration of the angle of incidence. 1

The»magnitude of this error can be estimated if the variation ;

of -jo with if1 is not too large. Then it follows from equation 4 -|

that this error is about 12% per degree miscalibration. In fact j

the difference between fig. 3 of this paper and fig. 5 of ref. 2 rl

is mainly caused by a systematic difference of 0.5 in thé.cali- i

bration of i(i. Taking into account a possible systematic error of

0.3° in the calibration of I/I, then it follows that the systematic

error in vc is smaller than about 5%. In fig. 3 it is seen that

v is an r ̂creasing function of E . In the energy range between

4 and 8 keV, vc can be approximated reasonably well by a straight
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Fig. 4. The logarithm of the ion fraction as a function of 1/v. The solid line
represents the function v /(v sin 15°)+,constant (eq. 6), with either
v = 1. 25 10 m/s or v = Ï.38 10 + 5 10 E with E expressed in keV
(eq. 5) .
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line (solid line in fig. 3):

vc = 1.36 10
5 + 5 103 E Q (5)

where v is expressed in m/sec and E in keV. Above 8 keV a

stronger increase of vc is observed. In section 5 a further

discussion of the results is given.

3-2i_Ign_beam_scattering

A second method to study Auger neutralization is to inves-

tigate the scattering of primary ions. Equation 1 gives an

expression for the ion yield in this case. According to this

equation the dependence of N. on v through f^ and f, is rather

complicated .. However, it appears that P̂ ^ is very small at low

energies (see section 4) and therefore the second term can be

neglected in that case. If in the same situation also Pn ss con- I

stant (see section 5) then we obtain: 5

(N"T sin tfi \ l . \ \

-^—. = " vc(Eo> UT"iïïïV v, sin(^) + constant (6) j
Non m *a' v ° ' |

(v (Ei) = v 'E ) because in the present experiment E, » E ) .

Obviously when this equation is applicable, there is no use in

measuring the ion yield as a function of the angle of incidence, j

because no use can be made of the symmetry of ̂  However, if i
da ' l-

-j^ (E ) i s known, then we may obtain information about v by j

measuring the ion yield as a function of the primary energy. The 'j

result of such a measurement at i|i = 15° is shown in Fig. 4. j

In the calculation of the differential cross section we used a 'i

Thomas-Fermi potential in the approximation of Molière (20). Fox |

the screening length we used the estimation of Poelsema et al.(22). I

Because of multiple scattering and because of an uncertainty in

the-interatomic potential which is used in the calculation, the
dcr '

absolute value of -^ is not very reliable (see also section 4.3).
do

However, the relative dependence of -^ on the primary energy is
less sensitive to these uncertainties.

It appears that for E s 4 keV the experimental data fit reason-

ably well to a straight line. Above this energy the data deviate ',
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Fig. 5. The differential cross section for ionizing collisions P. -=|j as a function
of the primary energy. Results of the atombeam ( o ) and °r the ion beam
(.) experiment are shown.
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from this line. As will be shown in the next sections, the

conditions for applying eq. 6 namely P^ » 0 and PR a constant,

are not fulfilled at energies above c. 4 keV (see fig. 7 and

table 2). Therefore it is not unexpected that the behaviour

for EQ > 4 keV differs from the behaviour for E Q < 4 keV.

In the following we will concentrate on the measurements below

4 keV. If we make the simple assumption that vc does not depend

on the primary energy, then the value of vc can be obtained from

the slope of the solid line in fig. 4. In this way we obtain v =

1.25 10 m/s, a value which clearly disagrees with the results of

the atom beam experiments. (1.58 10 at 4 keV). However, accord-

ing

this dependence is given by eq. 5. If this result is extrapolated

to the energy range between 2 and 4 keV, i.e. if we substitute

eq. 5 into eq. 6, then it appears that, in the energy range be-

tween 2 and 4 keV, equation 6 is represented equally well by the

same solid line. Therefore we conclude that the ion beam measure-

ments are compatible with the results of the atom beam experiments

Still one remark has to be made about the figure. Using eq. 5

for v , we may calculate from the experimental data the constant

which arises in eq. 6. This results in a value of.0.26, which

means that according to the measurements and calculations which

are used in fig. 4, 1 - P = 1.3 • In section 4-3 a further dis-

cussion of this result is given.

to these measurements, vc depends on EQ. Between 4 and 8 keV

4. The ionization and neutralization factors

4^1i_Atom_beam_scattering

We have measured the ion yield N+ for primary energies be-

tween 2 and 10 keV and for an angle of incidence I|I = 15°. Using

the results of the previous section, we have calculated the dif-

ferential cross section for ionizing collisions P. g~ (see eq. 2).

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of PA ^ on E . The intensity of the

primary atom beam NQ is determined by measuring the secondary ion

emission current (see section 2). However, at 2 and 3 keV the in-

tensity of the atom beam is too small to use this method and there-
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Table 1:

E
O

4

6

8

10

P i

25.6

7.6

2.91

2.63

variance(%)

7.8

6.0

8.0

4.6

e r r o r ( i v =2%)
(%)C

7.5

6.6

7.0

6.3

2.95

4.65

5.50

4.40

e r r o r (?)

23

18

11

10

Values of (1-P )/P. and of P^ -^r obtained from ion beam experiments.
Also given are the variance of (1-P )/P. which follows from the fit-
ting procedure, the error gf < 1" p_)/' p

i which results from a 2%„error
of v and the error of P. -~ which results from a 20% error of (1-P )/P.

, c nn _ i ail n i
and a 2% error of v
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fore we determined N in these cases by measuring the secondary ;

electron current. This method results in a somewhat higher value

f o r p. JÊ2. than the first method. Because of the rather indirect . j
l ait ;

way of measuring N , we have estimated the possible errors from J

reproducibility measurements instead of following the method 'j

discussed in section 2. The measurements show that for E Q < 6 keV, j'

the differential cross section for ionizing collisions is an in- ;

creasing fuction of the primary energy, while above 6 keV it re- ;

mains almost constant. At 2 keV we do not observe any scattered j

ions. The value which is given in the figure can be taken as an ;

upper value for PA ^ at this energy. j

4;2j._Ion_beam_ scattering

The differential cross section for ionizing collisions P. gjj

can also be determined from ion beam experiments, although in a

less direct way as from the atom beam experiments. From equation

1 we may derive the following expression (2):

1 1

(a- ö) " f (a +
S = A = (7)

f l

1 -

p

(a

i

-S)

f l

(a +

1

(a-

S)

S)

NT(O + «) sin(« + S) f.(a-6)f.(a-6)
with S = -| ± ±

Nt(a-Ö) sin(a-S) f x(a + 6) f2 (a + 6)

A = 1, f(a-fi) and f{a + 6) are the Auger neutralization factors

for ij)= a-S, respectively I(I= a+6, while the subscripts 1 and 2

refer to the incoming, respectively outgoing trajectory.

If we use the results of section 3 to calculate f̂  and f,

then we can determine (1-P )/P. by fitting equation 7 to the

measurements. Finally, a value for P̂ ^ S2. m a v jje found by substi-

tuting the measured value of (l-Pji)/Pi in equation 1. We have

measured the scattered intensity N^ as a function of the angle

of incidence * for several primary energies. In fig. 6 the re-

sults are shown for E Q = 10 and 4 keV, the data are obtained

from several measurements.
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The solid lines in the figure represent fits of equation 7 to

the experiment, according to the method of least sqnares. For

E = 10 keV a good agreement between eq. 7 and the experiment

is observed. Also the value of A, which follows from the fit-

ting procedure, is equal to 1 as should be the case. For E Q =

4 keV the agreement is reasonable, although for large & values,

the solid line lies outside the errorbounds of some of the

measurements. For smaller 6 a better agreement is observed, al-

though the obtained value of A = 1.03 is somewhat too large.

However, this deviation is still permissible from the point of

view of statistics. The larger deviation between the experiment

and equation 7 for EQ = 4 keV may be caused by surface damage

which has more influence at lower primary energies (15). As a

result of surface damage the measurements may become less re-

producible, especially at small angles of incidence (22).

Another consequence may be that for large 6 the measured va- $

lues of S in fig. 6b are somewhat too small because of a mixing •.;

up of the reflection peak from the ideal surface and the sur- J

face damage peak. Former experiments indicate that this effect ]

is larger for small I)J than for large i/i. (15,23). Therefore the

value of ^"Pn^/^i obtained from fig. 6b may be somewhat too

small and the value obtained for A somewhat too large.

Similar measurements as those which are shown in fig. 6 have

been performed at EQ = 6 and 8 keV. In table 1 the results of

the measurements are shown. In the table we have given the value

of ^ " P ^ / P ^ the variance of this quantity which follows from

the fitting procedure and also the error of ^"P^/P-^ which fol-

lows from a possible error of 2% in the value of vc« It appears

that the determination of (1-P )/Pi is not very accurate, the

total possible error is in the order of 20% even if surface da-

mage effects and a possible calibration error of 4» are not taken

into account. Using equation 1 we can determine the differential

cross section for ionizing collisions P. -=jj . In table 1 results

are given for i>= 15°. The table also gives the possible error of
Pi M w h i o h follows from an error of 20% in (l-Pj,)/^ and of 2%

in v . The total possible error of P̂^ ̂  is somewhat larger be-

cause of the inaccuracy of about 5% in the measurement of the
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intensity of the primary ion current.

In fig. 5 the results of the atom beam and the ion beam expe-

riments are compared. Except for 10 keV the ion beam experiments „-;

result in.a higher value of P^ 4^. Although the error bounds over-

lap for all primary energies, the figure suggests that the dif-

ference becomes systematic for decreasing E . This may be caused --'

by a systematic error in the measurements of (1~pn)/
Pi f o r t n e :

lower primary energies. However, also a systematic error in the {

measurement of the intensity of the primary atom beam may be j

present. Yet we conclude that the two experiments show a reasons- j

bly good agreement. !
i

4-3i_The_ignization_and_neutralization_factors i

Having measured the cross section for ionizing collisions ]
Pi dÏÏ w e c a n estilnate t n e ionization factor Pi and the neutra- j

lization factor 1-P .To make these estimations we have to cal- )

culate the differential cross section -?S. We have calculated }

•^ using a Thomas-Fermi potential in the approximation of Molière I,

(20). For the screening length a,the estimation of Foelsema et al. |

(22) is used: a = 0.7 aF with ap = 0.8853 aQ/(Z^Kz^
3)1^ (21)1 *

We assume that the particle makes a single collision of 30°. In j

the calculation of -^ there are two sources for possible errors. !

Firstly there is an uncertainty in the interaction potential which I

has to be used in the present situation. To account for this un- ;

certainty we assume a possible error in the applied screening 1

length of 0.2 aF . This results in a possible error of 15% in the 'i

differential cross section. Secondly, the assumption that the pro- ;!

jectile makes a single collision of 30° appears to be incorrect. j

Trajectory calculations show that the collision sequences which

contribute to the surface peak exist of one violent collision

with a scattering angle of 28.5-29.5° and several weaker collisi-

ons (see section 5-1). Consequently the differential cross sections

which are calculated .ire somewhat too small. For a violent colli-

sion of 28.5° instead of 30°, a 10% larger value of fe is obtained.

We have calculated the ionization factor P. using the atom beam j

measurements of PA ^ (see fig. 5). The results are shown in fig. 7. I
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Fig. 7. The energy dependence of the ionizationfactor P. obtained from the atom
beam experiments.

Table S:

2

4

6

8

10

1 _ P n (a,

-

1.12

0.81

0.51

0.48

x_Pn (b,

1.3O(C)

1.18

0.85

0.59

0.46

Pn«rel)

0

0.096

0.343

0.546

0.647

P i

0

0.029

0.0 95

0.158

0.197

P n ( r e l ) / P i

_

3 . 3

3 .6

3.45

3 . 3

The neutralization factor 1-P and P (rel) (see text) at different
primary energies. Also given are the ionization factor P obtained
from the atom beam experiments (fig. 7) anö the ratio P (rel)/P..
The neutralization factors are calculated as follows:

1-P
(a) 1-P =

n
x P.

do
da
dn

are taken from table 1.
N. sin 1)1

b) 1-P_ X

n No "I*.-)

1-P

P. (see eq. 1) where P. is

taken from fig. 7.

c) See section 3-2.
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The uncertainty in the given P^ values is about 30% because of '~

the possible errors in P± |^ (s5%) and in |£ (»25%). Finally f

the neutralization factor 1-P is estimated. The results are j

given in table 2. The 1-P 'a' values in the second column are j

obtained from the ion beam measurements (table 1). The accuracy !

of these values is quite poor ( z 45%) because of possible acci- j

dental and systematic errors in (1-P )/P. (20%) and in ^ («25%). |
... n 1 Qifi ;

The 1-Pn values in the third column are obtained by substitu- j

ting the measured ion yield Ni (primary ions) and the value of j

P. measured with primary atoms (fig. 7) into eq. 1. The estima- j

ted accuracy of the numbers in this column is about 30%. The j

agreement between the 1-P values in the two columns is fairly !

good. A remarkable phenomenon is that 1-P values are found which

are larger than 1. However, the accuracy of the numbers is rather

poor and therefore no definite conclusions can be drawn about

this phenomenon (see paper I and section 5-3 of this paper).

In the table we have also given the quantity P (rel) which stands <
I

for the relative decrease of the neutralization factor: I

P n ( r e l ) = 1 " constant
i

For the constant we have taken the value of 1-P at 2 keV. I

If it is correct to assume that at 2 keV we have only to do 1

with Auger neutralization, then P (rel) will be closely related '

to the probability for neutralization by a non Auger process, as

can be derived from eq. 11 of paper I. In the calculation of •
(b)

n' * "n
The values of P (rel) may be compared with P. (see table 2).

It appears that the energy dependence of P (rel) and P. is very

similar. This is demonstrated in the last column of table 2 in

which the ratio P (rel)/P. is given.

5. Discussion

In the preceding sections we have shown that the experimental

results can be described quite well with the charge exchange mo-

del of ref. 2 and 3. This agreement indicates that the conditions
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which were made in I are fulfilled in the experiments presented

in this paper. In the following a more detailed discussion of this

conclusion is given.

Strictly speakingf the model only applies to pure single col-

lisions. However, in ref. 15 it is shown that for the above men-

tioned experiments we have to do with quasi single collisions.

The same conclusion can be drawn from computer simulations. Accord-

ing to these one scattering event consists of one collision with

a scattering angle of 28.5 - 29.5° and one or more collisions with

a total scattering angle of 0.5 - 1.5°. Consequently the length

of the outgoing trajectory of the ion in the vicinity of the sur-

face is somewhat underestimated. We may correct for this effect

by replacing in equation 3 v±=v sin(a+6) by v,=v sin(a+S -A)

with A varying between 0 and 1.5° for the different

collisions. However, if the variation of A is small compared

with the outgoing angle, then we can use in equation 3 the mean

value of this angle; L As a result equation 4 will undergo a

slight change: we have to replace a by "f=a-Z. This means that the

measurements result in a too large value of v ; the systematic

error is of the order of 12x2 % with A measured in degrees (see

section 3). From this discussion we conclude that the multiple

scattering effect may limit the application of the model to out-

going angles larger than about 6 . The experiment even indicates

that the influence of this effect is small at an outgoing angle

of 4°(fig.2b).

In the atombeam experiments we have not observed any evidence

for the occurrence of ionization in the one but hardest collision.

If this would occur, then we would expect a dramatic decrease of the

ratio N+ (a-6)/N+(ot+6) at those angles of incidence, where the
a a

distance of closest approach between the projectile and the sur-

face atom just behind the atom with which the violent collision is

made, becomes small enough. However, according to fig. 2b such a

decrease is certainly not observed for 6 values up to 11°. Therefore

we conclude that the magnitude of the quasi molecular range rx as

defined in I (see also section 5-3 of this paper) is smaller than

the distance of closest approach in the one but hardest collision

in Uie angular range between 4° and 26°. According to computer

simulations this means that r1<0.6A. (Calculations using
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a straight chain are meaning less here because of the thermal

vibrations and because of the chain effect ).

The measurements show (fig. 2a) that, within the experimental

accuracy, the characteristic velocity v does not depend on the

bombardment direction. This indicates that Auger neutralization

is hardly influenced by the atomic character of the surface. If

we assume that the angular dependent term in eq. 13 of I which

takes into account this atomic character of the surface -

r2

ƒ R3(s,r)ds - is approximately lineair with the distance of clo-
r0

sest approach in the one but hardest collision, then we can calcu-

late this term using eq. 13 of I and eq. 4 of this paper. It follows

that:

r R3(s,r) ds|<|vc(<100>) - vc<<210>)|<0.05 vc |

0.05 v is the accuracy in the measurement of v . Therefore we think j

it to be justified to conclude that the condition of eq. 16 of I \

is fulfilled for 6s8°. According to computer simulations this means J

that the magnitude r_ of the range in which the Auger neutralization j
i

depends on the ion-surface distance is smaller than 0.7A. This dis- \

tance is about the average of the distances of closest approach in j

the one but hardest collision for QS collisions at an angle of inci- 1

dence of 7°. '

In fig. 3 we have shown the measured energy dependece of v . If

the transition rate for Auger neutralization R is independent of the

velocity of the projectile then it should be possible to fit the ex-

periments to an expression which has the form (I) :

v_ = ƒ" R.(s) ds - C r (8)

0 1 °
i.e. vc has to be lineair with the distance of closest approach in

the violent collision rQ. In fig. 3 it is shown that the measure-

ments disagree with ;he behaviour predicted by eq. 8 (dashed line).
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This is probably due to a velocity dependence of the transition

rate. Qualitatively this agrees with the theory of Yavlinski et

al. (24). A precise comparison between our experiments and this

theory can not be made, because the particle velocity in our ex-

periment is about equal to the velocity of the electrons at the

Fermi surface v„, while the expressions which are derived by

Yavlinski apply to the case that v<<vp and the case that v>>vF-

Therefore our results should lie in between the two results of

Yavlinsky et al., and indeed this is the case. The consequence

of the energy dependence of R,(s) is that a direct estimation of

the constant C in eq. 8 can not be made from the present experi-

ment. A possible method to measure C may be an experiment in

which v is determined as a function of the scattering angle.

However, this is not possible with our apparatus.

Yet v;e may obtain a rough estimation of C from the dependence

of v on the distance of closest approach in the violent collision.
16 — 1Between 9 and 10 keV this results in C%2.10 sec and in the

range between 4 and 6 keV we obtain C%2-4 10 sec . The first

value is probably much too high. However, if there is a velocity

dependence of R ^ s ) , then also the second estimation of C is too

high. Therefore it seems to be reasonable to conclude that C is

smaller than 3.10 sec . We may also estimate C by making use

of the definition of C (eq. 7 of paper I). Assuming that for s>s ,

(see section 2 of paper I) the transition rate is given by R(s) =

C exp (-3(s-sQ)) (7), we obtain:

vc =
 f R(s) ds = C (so-rQ) + C
o 3

For primary energies between 4 and 10 keV and assuming that

l<s <3Athis results in C values between 5.5 1014 and 1.7 1015sec~1.
" 1 5 - 1This may be compared with the value of C = 2.2 10 sec which is

found by Hagstrum for the scattering of 1 keV ions from Germanium

(25).
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5;3i_Ionizatign

The measurements show that ionization of Helium atoms which

are scattered over 30° from a copper target is possible for enar-

gies above 2.5 keV. It is likely that the same holds for excita-

tion of the Helium atoms, because the probability of resonance

ionization is quite large in this case(7,8,12). The distance of

closest approach at EQ = 2.5 keV and \J" =30° is about 0.23 A. This

result may be compared with the results of other authors. Brenot

et al. have studied small angle scattering of Helium atoms from

noble gas targets (26,27). They have shown that for the heavy tar-

get atoms (Ar,Kr,Xe), the first range of crossings between mole-

cular states (rQs0.75 A) results almost exclusively in excitation

and ionization of the target atoms. For more violent collisions

they predict that M.O. crossing effects will occur, although they

have not measured them (28). These may give rise to ionization of

the Helium particle.

We conclude that for collisions between Helium and Copper atoms

we may take for the range in which ionization is possible, i.e. the

quasi molecular range of I, a sphere with a radius r.ssO.25 A. This

agrees with the conclusion of section 5-1 that r^'0.6 A.

5;4i_The_neutralizatign_factor

In paper I we noted the possibility that 1-P may be larger

than 1 in certain experimental situations. When we have a situ-

ation in which the probability for neutralization during the vio-

lent collision ( P (rel)) is small, then this phenomenon will

occur if the transition rate for Auger neutralization decreases

when the projectile comes near to a surface atom. An upperlimit

for 1-P_ can be calculated from eq. 11 of paper I by assuming that

P (r.) = P.(r.) = 0 and R(s,r) =0 if r<r_. In that case 1-P an l l 1 2 n . c
exp(2C(r2-rQ)/v). Taking r2 = 0.7 A(section 5-1) and C = 1.5 10

(section 5-2) we obtain an upperlimit for 1-P of 1.5 at 2 keV

and 1.3 at 10 keV. The measurements seem to indicate that this ef-

fect occurs. At 2 and 4 keV, where Pi and Pn(rel) are small, we

do observe values for 1-P which lay between 1 and the calculated
n •*

upperlimit (see table 2).
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However, the inaccuracy of the determination of these values

is too large to draw a definite conclusion.(section 4-3).

At higher energies the neutralization factor becomes smaller

than 1. This indicates that at these energies neutralization du-

ring the violent collision occurs. An estimation of the probability

of this effect is given in table 2 (Pn(rel)). It appears that the

energy dependence of this quantity is very similar to the energy

dependence of P.. This indicates that the neutralization occurs

by about the same mechanism as the ionization. Theoretically this

is not unexpected because only neutralization to the groundstate

of the Helium atom will influence the measurements.Neutralization

of an ion to an excited atomic state, which possibly may occur

at a larger distance between the ion and the surface atoms, will

hardly influence the measurements because of the large probability

for resonance iönization (26). Therefore we think it to be reaso-

nable to conclude that also for the scattering of ions we may take

the magnitude of the quasi molecular range to be 0.25 A.

Conclusions

In this paper we have given the results of an experimental

study of the charge exchange behaviour of Helium ions and atoms

scattered from a copper surface. It appears that in the energy

range between 2 and 10 keV and for a scattering angle of 30° the

experimental results are described rather well by the equations

which follow from the charge exchange model of ref. 2 and 3.

Verificatioii of the model of ref. 3 (I) itself appears to be more

difficult. Although the measurements can be explained by this mo-

del, the uncertainties which are met in the interpretation of the

experiments, are too large to draw a definite conclusion. The re-

suits of this paper suggest that valuable additive information may

be obtained by ion fraction measurements (29) and by investigating

the influence of the scattering angle on the ionization and neutra-

lization factors. However, these experiments are not yet possible

with our apparatus.
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SAMENVATTING

Verstrooiing van laag energetische edelgas ionen (EQ
is een zeer gevoelige methode om metaal-oppervlakken te bestuderen.

Tengevolge van preferentiële neutralisatie van de deeltjes die

botsen met atomen onder het oppervlak, bevat de verstrooide ionen-

bundel bijna alleen informatie van de allerbuitenste oppervlakte-

laag. Het blijkt echter, dat de interpretatie van de metingen nog

tamelijk veel problemen oplevert.

In het proefschrift wordt ingegaan op een van deze problemen,

namelijk de ladingsomwisselingen, die optreden gedurende de inter-

aktie tussen het ion en het oppervlak. In principe kunnen we twee

soorten interakties onderscheiden:

1) De interaktie tussen het ion en de geleidingselektronen van het

metaal. Het ion kan geneutraliseerd worden doordat het een

elektron uit de geleidingsband van het metaal opneemt. Als het

edelgas een elektronen niveau heeft, dat binnen de geleidings-

band van het metaal ligt, dan kan dit gebeuren door een resonan-

tie overgang. Voor de meeste edelgas-target koisbinaties is dit

proces echter niet mogelijk. Fen tweede manier waarop het ion

geneutraliseerd kan worden is door een Auger overgang. Fen elek-

tron uit rte geleidingsband neutraliseert het ion en de overtolli-

ge energie wordt opgenomen door een ander elektron uit de

geleidingsband.

2) De interaktie tussen het edelgas deeltje en de individuele target

atomen. Als het edelgas deeltje een target atoom tot op kleine

afstand nade-.-t, dan zal de elektronen toestand van het deeltje

sterk verstoord zijn. In dat geval wordt het mogelijk, dat een

ion geneutraliseerd wordt door een overgang van een gebonden

elektron van het target atoom naar het ion. Ook wordt het dan

mogelijk, dat een edelgas dealtje dat al geneutraliseerd is, weer

geïoniseerd wordt.

In het proefschrift (Hfdst. III) wordt een model beschreven voor

ladingsomwisselingen waarin rekening wordt gehouden met deze twee

soorten interakties. Op grond van dit model kunnen voorspellingen

gedaan worden over de ionen-opbrengst als funktie van de hoek van

inval. Deze voorspellingen zijn gekontroleerd voor de verstrooiing
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van Helium-ionen en -atomen met een primaire energie van 2 tot 10

keV aan een koper (100) oppervlak (Hfdst.IV). Het blijkt, dat een

ooede (ionen) tot zeer goede (atomen) overeenstemming wordt gevon-

den tussen het model en de experimenten. Uit de hoekafhankelijke

metingen kan een karakteristieke snelheid voor Auger neutralisatie

beoaald worden. Door de energie afhankelijkheid van deze grootheid

te bestuderen, kan een ruwe schatting gegeven worden voor de

overganqssnelheid waarmee het Auger proces plaats vindt

(0.55-1.7x iols sec-1 ).Deze schatting komt redelijk goed overeen met

waarden van andere auteurs. De betrouwbaarheid van deze schatting

is echter niet zo groot, vanwege, het feit, dat de overgangssnelheid

afhankelijk is van de snelheid van het ion. In het experiment worden

hiervoor sterke aanwijzingen gevonden, terwijl het theoretisch ook

te verwachten is.

Uit absolute metingen is het in principe mogelijk om de ionisatie-

en neutralisatie-kans tijdens de harde botsing te bepalen. Daarvoor

is het echter noodzakelijk, dat de werkzame doorsnede bekend is.

Vanwege meervoudige verstrooiingen onbekendheid met de precieze inter-

atomaire potentiaal, is het echter slechts mogelijk om een schatting

van de werkzame doorsnede en dus ook van de ionisatie- en neutrali-

satie-kans tijdens de harde botsing te geven (resp. ± 25% en 50%

bij 10 keV). Wel is het mogelijk om een maximale afstand van dicht-

ste nadering te bepalen, waarop een Helium atoom geïoniseerd kan

worden. Deze afstand blijkt ongeveer 0.25 A te zijn. In het experi-

ment zijn aanwijzingen te vinden, dat neutralisatie tijdens de

harde botsing ook alleen maar mogelijk is voor afstanden van dicht-

ste nadering kleiner dan 0.25 A.

Fen verschijnsel dat nauw samenhangt met ionisatie van de edel-

cras atomen is, dat deze deeltjes een inelastisch energie-verlies

ondergaan. Daarom is ook een onderzoek naar dit verschijnsel gedaan

(Hfdst. II). Uit het experiment blijkt, dat twee bijdragen aan het

totale inelastische energie-verlies onderscheiden kunnen worden:

1) Het inelastische energie-verlies dat nodig is voor ionisatie van

een primair atoom of van een primair ion, dat geneutraliseerd is

vóór de harde botsing. Voor dit energie-verlies is een waarde

van 18 - 22 eV gemeten wat redelijk overeenkomt met de excitatie

energie (19.8 eV) en de ionisatie energie (24.5 eV) van een

Helium atoom.
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2) Het inelastische energie-verlies, dat het edelgas deeltje

ondergaat in de overige botsingen. Het blijkt, dat het door ons

gemeten inelastische energie-verlies goed overeenkomt met het

energie-verlies dat voorspeld kan worden uit de "electronic

stopping" theorie van Lindhard (LSS). Ook de door ons gemeten

energie afhankelijkheid van het inelastische energie-verlies komt

overeen met de LSS theorie.

Tot slot kan opgemerkt worden, dat de verschillen die gemeten

zijn voor het inelastische energie-verlies tussen experimenten

waarion ionen en experimenten waarin atomen gebruikt zijn als

primaire deeltjes, kwalitatief in overeenstemming zijn met de ver-

wachtingen gebaseerd op het ladingsonwisselings model van hoofdstuk

II.

't
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